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MEW THEATRE

ASSURED

Park Theatre To Be Razed and New Structure Erected On
That and Adjoining Property

■a/,'?'f

<1 Another year opens with new hopes an J a greater determination to serve our fel
low men. Once more The Courier-Gazette announces its earnest desire to hold and
maintain the spirit of good will which this season and day inspires. In the solicita
tion of continued patronage and kindly feelings of its numerous patrons the paper
extends to each and all the sincerest wis hes for a Happy New Year.

PROPOSED

WATER

DISTRICT

The early erection of a new the northeastern corner which has here
atre is assured by the recent action tofore been devoted to mercantile
of the Publix Theatres Corporation purposes, will have a frontage of 80
feet. The matter of space is thus
in closing a deal for the property
taken care of very satisfactorily.
I at the rear of Park Theatre on Paik
The new theatre will be built of
; street, and the taking of preliminary brick and concrete, and will be a
steps toward having the city close structure of which Rockland, Knox
the right of way on the tract thus County and Eastern Maine will be
| secured.
very proud. Nothing has been said
The plan is to demolish the present to indicate just when work will begin,
Park Theatre and to erect a new but it need surprise nobody if the
structure on the same site, making I transformation starts when spring
use of the additional 40 feet of land I opens a few months hence.
which the corporation buys from
There Is a possibility that the
Fred H. Sanborn.
, now unused Empire Theatre will be
This will provide for a depth of I put in commission for the period in
more than 120 feet, while the the which the construction of the new
atre, making use of the space in the ) theatre is in progress.

MORAN

REPLIES TO

DWINAL

absent in running a water system.
TO CALIFORNIA AND BACK
Gas and electricity are not natural
Another Chapter In the Controversy As To What Shall Be
products like water, but are ffroduced
at
costs
varying
with
the
skill,
equip

Done About the Highways
Chairman Benner Makes Public An Interesting Letter ment and location of the producer.
Only One Stormy Day In 70 During the Remarkable Motor
A water utility simply transports
Bearing On the Existing Situation
Journey of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis
water to a community which must!
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
. 2.41 miles of concrete in Camden and
have it and has no option but to pay
Senator Dwinal has explained his four miles in Lincolnville, a total of
the
cost
of
service.
Rockland, Dec. 29.
production. Such costs are usually
proposed State highway policy. He | only 6.41 miles concreted out of this
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The operating expenses of a water
When Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. a grouch, and Ernest's description approves the present four year policy 62 miles! The State Highway Com
increased <theoretically at least) by
As chairman of the Water District the addition of overheads, going district would be no greater. The Davis completed their transconti of him is interesting—as well as lurid 1 of the State Highway Commission mission plans to concrete only 10 per
By the wayside, in twice traversing j begun in 1930, and he suggests
committee, I should like to have value, water rights and other in interest charges would be much less
of that road, leaving 90 per cent
space in your paper to print the en tangibles to an amount which will J and there would be no dividends or nental motor journey recently they this broad land, Ernest made copious- speeding up its completion in 1931 cent
concrete! Senator Dwinal's
closed letter written by a gentleman justify almost any return the utility profits to pay. Lower water rates had been 70 days away from home, notes, sometimes in the form of | and 1932 instead of being stretched without
plan Is to speed up that result!
who is thoroughly versed in the cre requests. Only a complete valuation and better service should inevitably had traveled between 18,000 and written remarks and sometimes with out over 1931, 1932 and 1933, by
Illustrations of this sort could be
ation. financing and management of I vith detailed inventories, thorough I follow. Such has been the uniform 20,000 miles and had passed through pencil sketches. The average person means of releasing in 1931 about multiplied all over Maine: local il
water districts.
experience
throughout
the
United
would
understand
one
just
as
readily
|
audits of the books of the corpora-!
32 of the nation's 48 States. They as he does the other, but Ernest $4,400,000 of the $8,000,000 bond issue lustrations are given purely for the
Mr. Moulton is president of the tion and the advice of expert engi States.
convenience of our local people who
___ _
More than 60 per cent of the com made the Westward journey over the , ^Ows w“hat it‘i‘s aU about“and“when 1 aval?a^‘e
Maine Water Utilities Association neers and attorneys with experience
know local conditions and can fully
and for 22 years an officer of the in such cases will disclose the actual munities of over 6000 inhabitants In Lincoln Highway, and returned via he sits down amicI his notes• ^tches '
construction con. appreciate what this program means,
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Such information is rarely the United States now own and the Southern semi-circle, but in all : maps and guidebooks he is as happy j tainpd jn thp gtatp Highway Com. and. more important what it doesn't
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in Portland Water District. He has facts
been closely associated with its man available and rates established upon manage their water works. In this
advance, single copies three cents.
rnilJrtinn^nf win- mission four year program, and as mean.
Advertising rates based upon circula agement since the beginning. His evidence furnished by the utility it state at least 35 communities have that time and covering all that ' as a"
Senator Dwinal's supporters are so
tion and very reasonable.
distance
they
had
only
one
day
of
!
venirs
includes
a
is to flIe the,bpcommissioners'
expert experience qualifies him to self, even if just, are rarely satis former water districts in the past 25
venirs includes a menu
menu from
from every
every - my' plan
"
wastebasket mistaken regarding his plan that
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
speak with unusual knowledge of factory.
years and are successfully furnishing rain and saw no snow, whatever.
and
el
i
t
ma;
h
be
h
menUoS:d
V
:
Xng
|
they are shouting "Concrete Route
The Rockland Gazette was established
They were in Los Angeles on the
In your case, as the Public Utilities j water at cost. No district is reported
in 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab water district matters.
the issue is clearly joined. Any in No. 1 from Kittery to Calais!” The
I take pleasure in calling public at Commission has recently approved to have regretted Its action and cer day following the worst hurricane that these tourists stopped at the telligent discussion of that issue four year program which Senator
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
in 1382. The Free Press was established tention to his letter below:
the increased rates, the only recourse j tainly none have failed to success the California metropolis had known finest hotels included within their therefore demands a knowledge of Dwinal approves of, and merely
in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to
L. W. Benner.
seems to be the formation of a water fully finance and operate the water in many years, but wdth the good itinerary.
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
the commissioners' lour year pro wishes to hasten to completion,
March 17, 1897.
Mr. Moulton's Letter
district to take over the properties. systems. The communities of Rock luck which has fortunately attended
Wall Paper For Angler's Farm
doesn’t provide a single inch of congram.
land.
Thomaston,
Camden
and
Rock
----- from
----- ---------Wald0
,
him
all
through
life
Ernest
was
a
Is
this
advisable?
Portland, Dec. 24.
For illustration, take that part of , crete
Lincolnville
What
is
Ernest
going
to
do
with
port
should
be
able
and
willing
to
i
day
ahead
or
a
day
behind
stormy
Courts
and
Commissions
are
quite
:
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
— - * L. W. Benner, chairman of the Water
Route
No.
1
from
Brunswick
to
.
County
all
the
way
to
Calais!
Peogenerally allowing utilities a net re- i assume like responsibility with the weather except in the one instance all this "junk?” some unfeeling Rockland. a total of 55 miles. In pie don't like to be fooled that way.
District committee:
•••
Man never falls so low that he •••
wretch
may
remark.
The
writer
will
assurance
of
like
advantages.
mentioned.
It
was
a
wonderful
trip
After conferring with the commit turn of from 6 to 7 per cent on the
Whether the State adopts the
can see nothing higher than him- •••
z.ie possible saving is well shown j following a schedule that would have let you into a secret: he is going to 1930 there were built 1.8 miles of
value of the property devoted to pub
self.—Theodore Parker.
••• tee appointed to consider the forma- lic use. On the other hand, your bv the experience of the Portland , done credit to the radio, and our use his menus in papering a room concrete at Woolwich, .77 of a mile , State Highway Commission plan, or
in Warren, and 1.38 miles in Thom- ‘ Senator Dwinal's plan which is
’ tion of a water district, I am report
•••
••• ••• ••• |p. ing my impressions as to the advisa- water district should be able to sell Water District, which was formed travellers never missed a meal. They at Angler’s Farm, his delightful re aston, a total of only 3.95 miles. For merely to speed up the commission
treat
on
the
outskirts
of
Union.
The
in
1908
and
paid
about
$4,000,000
for
established
a
custom
of
arising
at
6
i bility thereof in accordance with its bonds on a 4'4 per cent basis.
1931 the program calls for only \ plan or whether it adopts my plan,
The value of the property would be its properties. Since then, the dis and retiring at midnight, and the 18 delicacies offered by these country- three miles of concrete in Warren.' the cost will be substantially the
your request.
trict
has
made
a
substantial
reduc

intervening
hours
were
crammed
It is natural that the communities I the same whether used as a basis for
Insurance with real enjoyment, supplemented epicure'‘into rcsUsiZs, but* jus?think ' F°>' 1932 and I933 the program calls I same. All three plans provide for
supplied by the Camden and Rock water rates or as a price to be paid tion in water rates.
only 3.9 miles concrete in Wool- the use of the entire $8 000.MO bond
premiums
have
been
steadily
re by the broadening influences which how many flies the menus may at- ! wich,
Cobb's Island
land Water Co. should feel that ! on condemnation proceedings. You
4.32 miles concrete in Wis- ! issue, the proceeds of the gas tax,
duced by reason of better fire pro are certain to result from “seeing tract
1
have
therefore
'fie
option
of
paying
water
rates
are
excessive
consider

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The
next
day's
iournev
was
from
casset,
2.36
milesmilesconcrete
at Edge- | registration
fees,
tax •highway
tection.
These
reductions
in
water
I
DeUoit to Chicago stopping over comb andS.65
in Warren.
— —
- mill
—
’«>■»' di
America first.”.
fund,
Federal aid,
and the usual
In an old history—date 1832, ing they have been increased twice i to the prcseiPtSimpan.v a net return rates
and
insurance premiums'
of
from
6
toC
jer
cent
or
of
taking
within
the
past
two
years.
It
must
rect
appropriation.
All
of that
The Party's Personnel
occurs this item: "Cobb's Island, lies
nicht
at
the
Drake
Hotel
in
the
latTherefore,
when
the
four
year
pro

amount
to
one
hundred
thousand
gram is all carried out, whether it money is going to be spent on the
toward the eastern shore of Georges be understood, however, that the over the property and hiring money dollars per year. In addition to these
All
this
was
made
possible
Mr.
and
ter
city.
This
was
the
only
chillv
river, in its very mouth. It ofhtains Public Utilities Commission is bound at 4'i per cent and serving yourself. very material reductions in rates, the Mrs. Davis say. by the efforts of Mrs day that the tourists encountered on be in three more years as outlined roads of Maine. The same amount
about 300 acres, is owned by Mr. by the evidence before it, and infor It would seem as if the saving be service has been vastly improved, al- ! A. P. Warren of Boston, in whose new their entire Journey till Washing by the Highway Commission or of money, from exactly the same
sources, will be spent under each of
Bradford and is occupied only by him mation as to the value of a utility is tween the net income charged by the ways anticipating the needs of the > and luxurious Packard car the jour- ton was reached on the return.
. whether it is speeded up to be. done
, .
and his family. He has on it a peculiarly within the knowledge ot utility and the interest pavable on communitv instead of lagging be- ■ ney was made, Thomas Keefe, ex
A pleasant feature of the Chicago *n tde next two years as suggested by the three plans. The only differ
district bonds would be sufficient to
dwelling house and barn and some the utility itself.
chauffeur, at the wheel. A visit was a call upon the Giofray Senator Dwinal, either way the re ences are how to spend the money,
Instead of claiming a fair return warrant the creation of the district. hind the demand. More than $350.- ' pert
fields of cultivation." Will some one
tribute to his skill and a tribute to ; girls Kit and Jen, one now Mrs. El- j su^ w'd be only 20.18 miles of this and the results.
000
has
been
expended
in
purchasing
There
are.
however,
other
advantages
I have already pointed out how the
tell us through The Courier-Gazette on the original investment, many
the calibre of the car is seen in the wood Tolman and the other now Mrs. 55 mile road constructed of concrete!
water supply.
utilities are now demanding a return in public ownership. There is a vast lands to protect» the
more about this Island? B. M. G.
* « •
fact that one day they made 500 Bert Kelley—both members of the , The State Highway plan is to con- money is to be spent, and the very
difference
between
the
service
renbased on the estimated cost of reAppleton, Me.
crete only ‘36 per cent of this road. sad results, if the State Highway
Other extensions and improve mires in 510 minutes. But of that, Crescent Beach colony.
[ dered by a municipal corporation
In Chicago one naturally visits the leaving 64 per cent of this import- Commission plan is adopted, and the
' created for the sole purpose of fur ments have been made until the more anon.
The Davises left Rockland Oct. 10, Marshall Field department store ant Federal highway witROMt con- results are the same if speeded up.
nishing water at cost and the kind properies now represent an actual
and
were fully embarked on their and the Field Natural History Mu- crete! That s a splendid result. And as per Senator Dwinal’s plan. It is
cost
of
over
nine
million
dollars.
of service generally provided by a
Were
the
theory
of
reproduction
cost
journey
the following day, when the [ seum, the latter containing many j Senator Dwinal says let s speed up merely a continuation of the old
private company designed and run
I say lets not stand policy of spending a lot of money
Packard
car rode out of Boston to relics from Commander MacMillan's that result!
applied,
this
figure
would
be
in
j to produce a profit for its owners.
ward
the
setting
sun.
The
trip
over
Arctic
trips.
Our
tourists
viewed
{or
that
result!
When the Damar- and getting nothing; it is once more
creased
to
at
least
twelve
million
dol

There is no magic in the manage
the
Mohawk
Trail,
rich
in
its
Octo

with
much
Interest
the
Lindbergh
iscotta
and
Waldoboro
supporters of a case of bonding future generations
lars,
and
would
Justify
rates
based
ment of a water company, especially
ber
coloring
augured
happily
of
the
searchlight
on
the
Palm
Olive
buildSenator
Dwinal
s
plan
realize this for mud-hole roads that are impas
on
that
amount.
As
a
matter
of
fact,
where there is an abundant supply
fact they are not going to be so keen sable part of the year For illustra
rose-hued
path
which
the
entire
ing.
It
gives
perfect
light
for
50
however,
the
total
annual
water
' and the water flows by gravity to
tion. the proposed 1931 program in
New Classes Beginning January 5
miles, and has a visibility of 500 over supporting it. Newspaper re cludes only 21.54 miles of concrete,
the communities served. A water rates charged by the distract amount journey was to assume.
ports of the Dwinal plan led people
Reaching
Niagara
Falls
the
party
miles.
On
the
night
of
its
dedica

to
only
6*4
per
cent
on
the
nine
mil

company supplying one of the ne
to think that it was much different. but a $3,000,000 bond issue is asked,
Day and Evening Sessions
cessities of life is entirely different lion dollars actually invested and the crossed the line and spent that night tion the monster light was mistaken
For another illustration, take the so two-thirds of the bond money is
at
the
Gen.
Brock
Hotel
in
Toronto
'
for
a
stbr
in
far
away
New
York.
net
Income
is
only
3*4
per
cent
per
from a railroad or even an electric
Route No. 1 road from Rockland to to be spent on temporary roads!
TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT
From
its
roof
garden
they
saw
|
Evanston,
the
residential
dis

year
thereon
or
about
one-half
of
! light or gas plant. In such cases,
My plan has been published in the
lights playing on the falls trict, Mr and Mrs. Davis called upon Bangor, a total of 62 miles. The
! the customer has a choice and suc the amount that would be demanded colored
newspapers. At least its result# are
between
the
hours
of
8
and
10
—
a
,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Judd.
Samoset
State
Highway
program
calls
for
no
Telephones: Residence 994, or School 990-M
by
a
private
company.
More
than
cessful management of the utility
sight, but not comparable, ' guests who showed them Chicago bv concrete construction In 1931; in
• requires a certain amount of mer- $2,000,000 of bonds have been retired beautiful
(Continued Or Page Six)
IP—hie vieif in I night—minus holdups
> 1932 and 1933 the program calls for
156-2-Ch-3-8
I chandising and promotion which is through thq medium of the sinking | in Ernest's opinion, with his visit to
fund, and meanwhile the City of the nether side of the Falls.
Penetrating the West
Over the splendid roads of Ontario,
Portland has been furnished with
THE PHANTOM PIANIST
and
across
farms
where
Canadian
Next
day the party headed awav
water for municipal purposes and
French
gave
place
to
an
English
toward
"the
vast
open
spaces."
the
fire protection without any charge
speaking people, the voyageurs rode run being from Chicago to Cedar
whatever.
While one of the most dramatic i unoccupied, as it always is except on
There is no reason why your com to Detroit, and registered at the Rapids, Iowa. That night they were
guests at the Roosevelt Hotel. They j scenes in the feature picture "Ex - vaudeville nights.
munity should not form a water dis Book-Cadillac Hotel.
The ushers returned to their sta
saw little of Omaha except its Main travagance" was being presented at
trict and take over the property of
Mr. Ford's Wonders
street for the reason that they ar Park Theatre last night the attention tions. up in the conning tower the
the Camden and Rockland Water Co.
No day in Detroit would be com
operator wound off a few hundred
and furnish service at cost with simi plete without inspecting the Ford rived in the Nebraska metropolis late
and left early next morning on a of the audience was suddenly divert- j feet of Iilm, when—
lar success.
plants, and this the party did 3OO.mile run t0 North p,att Ncb
ed by the weird strains of the unused t Again those eerie strains, pianisUndoubtedly you would be re motor
with the aid of a special guido
The npxt „
run Wfts 4Q0
piano in the orchestra pit.
simo to crescendo and back home
quired to pay full value for the Comparatively few tourists have | North pJatte
par
Wyomin
Many of the movie fans mistook It i.gain.
properties, and It is only just that access to the glass works, and there : parco js ,n thp dpsprt
y
* for some trick of the talkies, but
Once more Bob Boyles hair went
country*
the present owners should receive were moments when Ernest wished
Boyle knew otherwise, and cedingward and once more the
just compensation therefor. The he wasn't one of the favored, for he model village of concrete structures. Manager
his neatly combed hair suddenly as- ushers rushed to the trenches, with
amount that you will be required to doubts if Hades has any temperature While still 20 miles distant from it
; rusty searchlights in hand
pav. however, to take over the prop to compare with what he experi the tourists' attention was attracted sumed a perpendicular position.
This
Ushers were despatched to the
----- time the identity of the phanerties will be no greater than the enced there, but it was all very fas by a great light and when they ar front
line of trenches but the piano i tom pianist was learned,
rived
they
found
the
city
itself
was
sum
you
will
be
required
to
furnish
cinating. From the Ford plant the
I
was silent and the piano stool was
It was the cat!
an income on if the property is left touristsB proceeded to the automobile as light as day.
The party lunched that day at a •
in private ownership. As the water fact
and th saw thp wonderful
Gus Levy, a Rockland boy who
district can hire money much more Npw En land vi„
which the Filipino restaurant in Cheyenne.
KEEPERS RESPOND
' has displayed exceptional talent on
Another 400-mile run took oui
cheaply than can the company itself. worId.s richpst man is transplanting
______ ____
: the stage as an amateur, recently
from .Parco to Salt Lake
and as it would be operated on the from thp Puritanical Mil ln which it tourists
basis of furnishing water at cost, and had ori ina„ taken root
Inde. City—a day’s ride through desert i More Light Stations .leard' wrote to Eddie Cantor for a position
ry-., . .
* • 1 as understudy. The famous comenot to make a profit to its owners. ppndence Hall has been copied with a monotonous with its sand and sage- 1
r rom Un GhristlildS /\ir dja^ responded with a very nice letthe results under proper manage- fineness of deta.il; a Thomas Edison brush. Miles upon miles without,
rrPptlnr,«
ter. but the contents were decidedly
ment should show a large saving to room has been moved bodily from seeing a drop of water, but once in
Vireetings
tQ thp
„For Heaven's saxe.
a while a stray ranch building. A
i the community.
its original site, and in the center of brief stop was made at Lyman, where
keep
away
from
New York, there arc
David E. Moulton.
all is, of course a Colonial church.
Additional reports have been re- n.ooo actors out of employment here
man told the party there was no
A motion picture camera was amore
desert ahead. His idea of s cel^ed from the keepers of light sta- . a[ the present time."
CANADA FISHING NOTES
grinding away steadily while the desert must have been vague for the tions which Captain William H-----------------Italian ambassador was in the act
the
afternoon
WincaPaw showered with Christmas
The -------fishermen of Ingonish -----have ;'ofV buying
h,TvfnZ*QaMtn-motored
frt^Mnrort °nian«.
fnr his
bu through
tourist's sand
rode and
all sagp
— brush
------------plane for
and greetings
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
made history for the United Mari country.
they
were
surprised
to
learn
that
the
And .here it was that Ernest had
[ time Fishermen. They have char
If I had to live mv life again I would
cows throve on the latter and made
E. H. Pierce, keeper of the MarI io-h. Station wrote: hftve made a rule to read some poetry
tered a vessel and put it in operation his first ride in the upper regions as exceptlonally good beef.
,
shall
Point
Light
station
wrote.
and
listen to some music at least once
of the occupants of an 18as a fish collection boat serving on one
Now and then there was a sign "Thanks for the package of reading a week. The loss of these tastes la a
pa senger plane built at the Ford
loss
of
happiness.—Charles Darwlti
; matter which you were so kind as to
the Ingonish-North Sydney run. plant. The flight occupied about which read: “Oasis In 21 miles."
thiee-niiarters
of
an
hour
hut
thp
i
The
second
Installment
of
The
drop
at
this
station
Christmas
mornThis is the {irst craft to fly the flag
SLEEP
of the United Maritime Fishermen. sp ed was not quite what Ernest Courier-Gazette interview with Mr. ing. I wish you all the good things When to soft sleep we give ourselves
away.
The local fishermen of the Locke- pressed some impatience. Great was “thlc
describe the |
....
And ln a dream as In a fairy bark
port Federation are protesting to the his surprise to learn that the craft ’ PaclficdCoastf
Drift on and on through the enchanted
Jat7bJy did
From Monhegan Light Station,
dark
minister of fisheries at Ottawa
y
came this message from Charles G. To rosy daybreak—little thought we
against the great spread in the price was then cruising at 125 miles an | a month.s stay therp
pay
Dyer, keeper: “Just a line of thanks
of fish, blaming it for the depression hour. All who have traveled by air
(To Be Continued)
for package of late papers, maga To that sweet bitter world we know by
■ and stagnation in the Nova Scotia know that one of the unexpected fea- i
day
zines, etc., dropped from your plane
fishing industry. They claim the tures Is the entire absence of speed
We are clean quit of It. as is a lark
A YEAR AROUND SANTA
to this station Christmas Day. It
price paid, one and three-quarter sensation.
So high m heaven no human eye may
was a kind and thoughtful deed and
Ernest Talks Shop
mark
cent per pound for table cod, does
George L. Omnakc, president of
The sharp swift pinion cleaving through
not cover expenses. They also pro
In Detroit, as elsewhere during the Ursinus College, Tuesday announced much appreciated. Trust your trip
the gray.
did
not
cause
you
to
lose
out
on
your
test against the continuance of the journey, the Davises visited the large
Till we awake. Ill fate can do no ill.
beam trawler, alleging it is ruining department stores. It was his unfail- that Cyrus H. K. Curtis, Philadelphia good Christmas dinner!"
The resting heart shall not take up
the industry. The goveernment at ing custom to present himself to the publisher, has given the college $100,again
The heavy load that yet must make it
Ottawa it is said favors the trawler, head of the store, and when his 000 to be added to Mr. Curtis’ do
C. N. Robinson, keeper of the
bleed
but the minister of fisheries repre identity as a member of the firm of nation of last year toward the new Franklin Island Light Station, has For this
brief space the loud world's
sents a strictly shore fishing constit Fu ler-Cobb-Davis became known science building. The total contri written to Captain William H. Winvoice la still.
bution
from
Mr.
Curtis
with
the
No
faintest
echo of It brings us pain,
uency
where
the
trawler
is
taboo
and
he
received
the
warmest
kind
of
a
capaw
that
his
Christmas
greetings
/
How will It be when we shall sleep
is therefore powerless to move in the welcome and universal attention, j present gift is $350,000 for this col- J from the air were very much appreIndeed?
In t solitary instance he encountered lege.
i ciated.
matter.—Boston Herald.
Thomas Bailey Aldrich.
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WE WANTERKN0W!

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

Greetings of
the Season

North National Bank

9''
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office ot The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Dec. 30. 1930. there was printed a total of
6214 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.

Every-Other-Day

January 1, 1931

COMES TO Rockland TALK OF THE TOWN
And Is Maine's First 1 10,000
Volt High Tension Trans
mission Line

Jan. 2—13 to 9301 'Educational Club
meeting with alternoon and evening
speakers. Copper Kettle Porch.
Jan. 17—Franklin s Birthday.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.

F. J. SIMONTON

Maine’s first 110.000-volt high
An infected finger necessitated a
tension'transmission line was placed
in service the other day when Cen hospital operation for E. C. Moran,
New Year Greetings:—The Lord tral Maine Power Company sent Sr., this week.
bless thee, and keep thee: The Lord 110,000 volts over its line from Gulf
The Knox County Men's Chorus
make his face shine upon thee, and j IsJand Station at Lewiston to
We Give
Ask For
be gracious unto thee: The Lord lift ; Maxey's sub-station ht Cooper's will meet for rehearsal at First Bap
S. & H.
S.
&
H.
tist
Church,
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give thee peace.—Numbers 6:24-26.
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ern section of the state.
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
leaves Saturday for New York, called
Avard Richan, son of Dr. and Mrs.
From Cooper's Mills on, double
J. A. Richan of this city, acted as 33,000-volt lines are maintained to by the serious illness of his father.
master ot ceremonies at the 15th Rockland serving that locality. One
There will be a meeting of the R.
annual newsboy's banquet of the of the most important plants fed by
Lewiston Sun-Journal, at the DeWitt this circuit is that of the Lawrence and R. Relief Association at the
Hotel, when Clarence DeMar. the Portland Cement Company at Thom- Northend Dispensary next Monday
greatest marathon runner in the his- aston which has been running a full at 7 o’clock.
tory of the United States was the time crew night and day.
Van Russell, who has had an en
feature guest. "Doc" Richan en- I The nne jS Of “H frame” structure
forced vacation is on the mend. He
gineered the affair in an able manner, ; using a 4-0 aluminum-cable-steel re returned
home Tuesday from Knox
making mention at one point during jnforced wire with insulation of 8
the evening of the remarkable fact units in suspension and 10 units in Hospital, but will be unable to work
for a while.
that records show that Sun-Journal strains.
newsboys have a total of $17,000 in
In connection with this change
Louis Marcus of the Stonington
savings banks, that two-fifths of over, a new 110.000-volt substation
them buy their own clothes, that a was built at Gulf Island from which Furniture Co. was an air passenger
|Ul
., , , . , _. .
_ , from Stonington to Rockland Tueslike number buy part of their clothes cncuits
lead out to Bingham, Port- , d makl the first trip on Captain
and that 79 are saving money to go land and Maxey s three important I
new route.
to college. DeMar was tendered a power centers. Each of these lines
___
remarkable ovation, more than 200 in turn will be energized at 110.0C0
Mrs streeter Webster entertained
boys leaping to their feet with ap ',™'Vhv.en the n6W, hVr°-ele5trlr . at a bridge luncheon of six couples
nnrconnn'or novolnnmont
,
plause and cheers. His talk based on KMlftnn
100.000 horsepower
development of
at
evening. Honors m cardc
the definition of “champion"—an or Bingham starts generating power Tuesday
fell
to
Harry
Webster,
Mrs.
Fred
dinary sort of a person who can do g,Vi,n,g„ ^'approximately 190 miles jjnight ““d‘paui'Seavey.
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some one thing better than anybody of 110,000-volt line serving the in
else—held the entire audience, young dustrial heart of the State.
A aiaphone call from 37 drew a big
or old, breathless with interest, and
There is also a 15.000-Kva sub
he was given another ovation at the station being built at Farmingdale crowd and much apparatus last eve
ning but the cause of it all was a hot
Misses' Dresses, sizes 7 to 14 years,
close.
which will serve the central portion chimney which Dr. Pettee cured with
“MeRode" Special Union Suits, low
Pure Linen Table Cloths, 54 in.
Bleached Cotton, 36 in. wide; 15c val.
regular 1.60 value. Sale priee, eaeh .53
including Augusta, Gardiner Hallo a single dose of chemical.
neck, no sleeve and knee length:
square, with fast colored borders of
Per yard .................................................10
or two for ...................................... 1.00
special
...............................................
1-03
The Court House Family did its well and intervening communities
pink.
Green,
Yellow
or
Blue;
ac

40 in. Lockwood A Cotton; yard
^.12
14 Rayon Dresses, 5.95 value; for ... 3.98
sweeping and dusting this morning, bringing a betterment of seivice to
tually worth 1.50; for, etch .......... ,98
10%
DISCOUNT
ON
ALL
BETTER
The current issue of The Exciter |L,
36 in. Lockwood B Cotton; yard............11
when an incoming administration all. This substation will be tied-in (Central Maine magazine) carries
31 Rayon Dresses, 4.95 and 4.25 val.
GOODS
1.25 Linen Breakfast Sets, size of
18 in. All Linen Crash, 42c value.
took charge. Among the county offi with the Gulf Island to Maxey line. pictures of Paul Lawrence Johnson,
Each
2.98
cloth 50x50 in.; Napkins to match.
Three yards for .............................. 1,00
cials proper there are threp changes
(some extra sizes)
formerly with the inside wiring de
Per set .............................................. 1.00
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—Ensign Otis succeeding Leonard R.
33c Linen Crash; 4 yards for
1.00
partment in Rockland and now chief
All Dark Broadcloth Dresses, 3.00 and
All White Linen Damask Hemstitched
PICKEREL BITIN*
Campbell as county attorney; Adin
clerk of the southern division.
29c value Linen Crash, reduced to,
3.25 value, at, eaeh ........................ 2.69
hand drawn threads, Table Cloth,
L. Hopkins of Camden succeeding
per yard .................................................23
60x60 in., with 6 Napkins 16 in.
1.98 Dresses, each .........................
1.69
George W. Gushee of Appleton, as And All Over the Lot Some
Several members of Edwin Libbv
square, hemstitched to match our
Yard Wide Percales, reduced to, per
1.25
value
Vat
Dyed
Fast
Color
Print

county commissioner, and I. Lawton
Corps are planning to attend
4.95 Set, for ...................................... 3-93
yard .................................................. , .10
Fine Catches Are Being Relief
ed Dresses; tach .................................6.9
Bray of Rockland succeeding Earle
the installation of Cooper Corps.
Colored
Linen Damask Sets, table
Oil
Color
Prints,
25
in.
wide;
fast
col

2 tor ....................................
1.25
C. Dow as county treasurer. Albert
Union, Saturday afternoon with Mrs.
Reported
cloth 54x54 in.; 6 Napkins 15 in.
ors: 19c value. Per yard....................10
(two for the worth of one)
Winslow, as register of deeds; Charles
Eliza Plummer of Rockland as in
Rayon Bloomers, regular and outsquare; our 4.95 number for ...... 3.98
L. Veazie as register of probate, and
Best Percale and Prints, 36 in. wide;
Dinner will be
The ice fishermen were busy on stalling officer.
sizes. Sale price ........................... 1.00
Frank F. Harding as sheriff succeed Knox County ponds Sunday, and served.
Linen Napkins, 18x18 in. hemmed
25c and 29c values. Per yard............ 19
Rayon Bloomers Sale price .................. 59
themselves, Messrs. Winslow and generally with good results.
ready for use (only a few dozen
(for this sale only)
2 for ................................................ 1.09
Veazie for four years and Sheriff
left). Special price, dozen .......... 1.25
The Strand's midnight show drew '
At North Pond Arthur Gould land
25c value Plisse, Figured and Plain.
Harding for two years. The hold ed a pickerel weighing 3's pounds a jolly crowd who enjoyed them
2.25 value “MeRode" Rayon Bloom
High Grade Cretonnes, values up to
All Table Linens by the yard
Per yard .............................................. 19
overs are Milton M. Griffin as clerk and measuring 19 inches. The party selves to their heart's content. The
ers; reduced to ............................... 1-79
1.00;: reduced to, per yard .................. 39
25% Off The Regular Price
25c and 29c value, yard wide, Fancy
of courts, M. T. Crawford as judge of which he was a member caught feature "Boudoir Diplomat" with the
Rayon Panties and Bloomers, re
1 lot 25c Creionnes; yard ...................... 15
Outings, cut from full pieces; re
of probate and George W. Starrett five 2-pounders, aj)d a good catch ever popular Betty Compsoh was well
duced to ................................. 78 and 1.60
35c value; reduced to ........................... 25
duced to, per yard ...............................21
CLEARANCE SALE OF
and Mrs. Mary Perry Rich as county was also made there by Albert Day received. New Year favors were dis
25c value Real Japanese Crepe, all
OVERDRAPERY, DAMASKS AND
commissioners. Mr. Campbell who and party.
tributed.
colors; reduced to, per yard ............... 19
MATERIALS IN ALL THE MOST
CLEARANCE SALE OF
yesterday completed his sixth year as
Skunks Misery Pond was fished by
WANTED COLORINGS REDUCED FOR
COTTON BIRDSEYE
county attorney, has removed his a quintet of sportsmen who landed
Trainer's Bakery has put an at
CLEARANCE
office to his home at 26 Granite 19 good sized pickerel. Eight fish tractive new truck on the road. The
18 in. wide, 10 yard pieces...................... 79
One lot Gray Cotton Twilled Blank
street.
20
in.
wide,
10
yard
pieces
.....................
89
driver.
Harry
Mealey,
is
so
proud
ot
ermen were reported on South **ond,
ets,, fancy borders; 2.00 value; re
CLEARANCE SALE OF
22 in. wide, 10 yard pieces ...................... 99
with a net result of 15 good sized fish. his new acquisition that red lights
duced to, per pair .......................... 1.49
and
green
lights
look
alike
to
him.
Miss Lillian Haskell, who resides Grassy Pond was a scene of activity.
66x80 Part Wool Plaid Blanets, 3.50
in Blake lane did not respond when
There were three parties on Union and even the bread rises an inch
CLEARANCE SALE OF
value. Per pair ............................. 2.69
an insurance man rapped at the door Pond, and good catches were report higher than it used to.
.98
Crepe Gowns, regular and outsize
Extremely large 72x82 Part Wool
Tuesday afternoon, but the activity ed. The largest fish taken there
Crepe Pajamas .................................. 109
Plaid
Blankets,
5.00
value.
Pair
....
3.39
One, two and three pair lots to be
On display in the window of W. H.
of the cats aroused in him a feeling weighed 3% pounds and was 17
Plaid Sheet Blankets—very special
closed out
at a price
that all was not right. He notified inches long. This prize was yanked Glover Co. is an artistic hand paint
Very Low Prices On All Our Extensive
CLEARANCE SALE OF
Lace Net Curtains, fine quality, odd
the polled authorities and Miss Helen out of the icy element by Earl Pat ing by Frank T. MacDonald of a
Line of Part Wool and All Wool Blankets
loti, values up to 10.00 a pair; to
hunting scene early in the morning
Corbett, city matron paid a visit to terson of Springfield.
Extra large size 70x80 in., firm quality,
be closed out at ................. Cost or Less
the house. Failing to gain a response
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hamperdene while two men from Boston are
all
colors;
while
they
last,
each
........
79
she summoned the police who forced and friends from Rochester, N. Y„ sleeping. Looks like plenty of game
25c value, 42x36 Slips; 6 for ............. 1.00
2 for ................................................. 1.50
an entrance, and found Miss Haskell were among those who successfully if they don't sleep too late.
CLEARANCE SALE OF
30c value, 42x36 Pillow Slips; 5 for . 1.00
lying on the floor in a semi-conscious fished Damariscotta Pond.
39c value, 42x36 Pillow Slips; 3 for .. . 1.00
Edwin Libby Relief Corps holds
condition. She was unable to tell a
CLEARANCE
SALE
OF
There were five parties at Chicka1.25 value,- 81x90 Seamless Sheets; ea .89
coherent story and it could not be waukie Lake and all reported good installation of officers tonight at
Children's Outing Sleeping Garments
1.38 value, 81x99 Seamless Sheets; ea .98
learned how long she had been in catches. Apparently all of the eels Grand Army hall, with Mrs. Eliza
1.25 value, 63x99 Seamless Sheets; ea .98
and Pajamas, 59c value; reduced to .49
that condition. The house was stone have not gone to bed yet, for they Plummer as installing officer. Each
36 in. Axminstcr, 10.00 value .......... 7.95
ALL OTHER MAKES OF SHEETS AND
1.25 value, reduced to ......................... 68
member is privileged to invite one
cold. The woman, who is 57 years are being caught in this pond.
Full Size Rag Rugs; 2 for ................. 1.00
PILLOW SLIPS AT VERY LOW PRICES
Men's Pajamas, 2.25 value, reduced to 1.79
of age was removed to Knox Hospital
Esmond Baby Blankets, 30x40 in.;
At Crawford Lake Lejov Mason guest. Additional features will be an
69c value Grass Rugs; reduced to ea. .39
Men’s Pajamas. 2.98 value, reduced to 2.39
in the Burpee ambulance. A late caught a pickerel weighing 3'i entertainment and refreshments.
1.10 value; reduced to .........................79
Men's Outing Night Shirts, 1.25 val.
1.00 value Rubber Rugs; reduced to .68
report from the institution said that pounds, besides five 2-pounders.
CLEARANCE SALE OF
Esmond Baby Blankets, 36x59 in.: re
reduced to ............................................. 98
The Western Electric people are
she was quite sick but that her con
75c value Rubber Rugs; reduced to .49
Pickerel fishing is having an un
duced to, each ................................... 88'
Men’s Outing Night Shirts, 2.25 val.;
dition was not necessarily dangerous. usual run this winter, and devotees installing a new sound equipment in
1.00 value Cocoa Mats; reduced to..........68
All Our Better Blankets for Baby, Values
reduced to ........................................ 1.39
of the sport will be interested to Strand Theatre and when completed
Up To S3.50 At Greatly Reduced Prices
Women
’
s
2.25
value
Outing
Gowns
...
1.79
it
will
be
pretty
nearly
the
last
word
From Chelsea. Mass., comes a let know that they can obtain nice live
CLEARANCE SALE OF
Women's Extra Size Gowns, 1.98 val.;
1 rase Turkish Towels, size 24x42,
ter addressed to the “Rockland Ga minnows and other live bait at A. W. in the way of perfection. The new
reduced to ........................................ 1.49
Special Assortment 80x105 in., all col
35c value; reduced to, 4 for ........ 1.00
CLEARANCE SALE OF
zette, office No. 5 Custom House Nve's garage, opposite the Ruben gear will be in full nommission for
Children's Outing Gowns, 1.25 val.;
ors, extra value ...................................... 79
"The Right to Love," which will be
1 lot Fancy Border and Plain Colored
Block, Rockland, Me.” It is an stein antique store.
reduced to ............................................. 98
shown Jan. 7-8.
Towels, 75c value; reduced to, each .59
ancient address that the letter bears
or 2 for .......... x.................................. 100
and its writer long ago must have
SNOW AND ICE
Miss Rhandena Armstrong, who
15c value Fancy & White Towels, ea. .10
CLEARANCE SALE OF
lost touch with this city. More than
All 3.00 Spreads for ......................... 2.59
Ladies’ Colored Border 5c Handker
recently completed her duties in the
59r value Towels, Blue, Rose and
half a century ago—older readers
All Rayon Spreads, size 84x108; col
chiefs;
per
dozen
.................................
39
Gold; reduced to, 3 for .................. 1.60
wiil recall it—the Gazette, Wortman pome Interesting Statistics home economics department of the
ors, Rose, Blue and Green, 5.00 to
State college in Ely, Nevada, left
Full size Turkihs Towels, colored bor
Ladies' 10c and 12’-c Colored Bor
& Porter publishers, had its office in
6.00 value; reduced to, eaeh .......... 3.98
Given Out By the Portland Tuesday for Penn State College
ders; 6 for ....................................... 1.00
der Handkerchiefs; earh ............... .09
the third story of what was then
“Krinklcd” Spreads, size 80x105, 1.25
where she will have a position in the
Boys' Golf Hose, 50c value; pair ........... 39
known as Custom House Block, now
Ladies’ Boxed Handkerchiefs, 59c
Weather Bureau
value; reduced to .......... ,'................ .98
home
extension
branch
of
the
agri

Boys'
Golf
Hose,
1.00
value;
pair
........
79
39
occupied by the North and the
value .................................................
CLEARANCE SALE OF ‘
“
Krinkley
” Spreads, size 80x105; val.
cultural
department.
Ro-kland National banks.
The
The Portland Weather Bureau has
2.00 and 2.25; reduced (o ............. 1.79
stairway entrance, which was No. 5. J resumed its winter bulletins, showCLEARANCE SALE OF
The cash receipts at the-Rockland
has b"en closed by the extension of jng the average depth of snow on Postoffice during the Christmas sea
CLEARANCE SALE OF
the laser’s banking rooms. In 1875 .be ground Dec. 29. The coast group. son were not as large as a year ago,
the Gazette removed from those airy which
includes
Rockland
was but there were 120,000 cancellations
quarters o a wooden building on the credited on that date with an aver
lot where the Central Maine building age of 4 inches. The greatest of outgoing cards and letters for the
Women’s 5.50 Rain-Silk Umbrellas
seven-day period as compared with
now stands.
depth was in upper Aroostook Coun- 110,000 the year before. The mail on
20% OFF REGULAR PRICES
in assorted colors and handles, 16
1.25 value School Bags, Black or
-----------------I ty, 12 inches, and the greatest thick- Christmas day was heavier than
CLEARANCE SALE OF
ribs; now ...................................... 3.9S
Brown: reduced to ...............................98
W. A. Holman of Portland speaking ness of ice was 13 inches, near usual.
Women’s 7.50 and 8.00 Rain-Silk Um
CLEARANCE SALE OF .
SPECIAL
DISCOUNT ON ALL LUG
at the Copper Kettle tomorrow night Greenville. Moosehead Lake,
brellas in various handles and col
GAGE, HAT BOXES, OVERNIGHT
under the auspices of the Educational The Bulletin offers this summary:
ors ..................................................... 5,95
Who is the oldest member of the
CASES, BAGS, FITTED CASES,
Club, will have ,>s his pointed topic rhe snow covering has increased Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook Post,
3.50 Umbrellas .................................... 2.98
SPECIAL PftlCES ON ALL SWEATERS,
TRUNKS, SUIT CASES
“Practical Pitfall: in Politics From ( from 2 to 7 inches on the coast and A. L.? That is the question asked by
SLIPON AND COAT STYLE
the Christian Standpoint.” The mis-1 from 1 to 3 inches elsewhere. The the Department of Maine. If you
1.00 Box Stationery; reduced to............. 75
2.93 Lfkthcr Underarm Bags; re
cellaneous committee is from Cam- average depth is now from 6 to 12 think you, or some member of your
.75 Box Stationery; reduced to ............50
duced to ........................................... 2.59
den, two capable misses of 4-H fame, inches.
.50 Box Stationery; reduced to ............39
family is eligible to that position of
Margaret Young and Alice Start. | The ice covering has increased an honor, please notify Mrs. Margaret
.25 Box Stationery; reduced to ............19
“DIANA" Sanitary Pads; 4 pkgs. for 1.03
1.25 value; reduced to ............................. 79
Open forum leaders are Suella She;- average of 3 inches, the weather hav- Kelley, tel. 672-R, or the president,
don. Hope Brewster, Minnie Roger), ing been generally mild, and has an Mrs. Geneva Upham, 720-W.
Nina Beverage, Minnie Cobb, Etta average thickness of a foot. It is
F. J. SIMONTON CO. uggiaaaiagraarajarafarararazraiaraHarafaraiar^^
Sanborn. An industrial movie from not yet thick enough to cut.
Claremont Commandery installa
Boston is expected and the music
The observers at South Berwick tion will be held next Monday night,
>1: , ors were digging up some small, e)
a
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THE PERFECT HOST
committee functions from 9 to 9.15. Danforth and Woodlawn give re- with the Sir Knights of Camden
PARK THEATRE
WITH THE BOWLERS
J^ck?,and (Bodyn.
a
pensive evergreens and placing thei
It is a continuous session from 3 ta | ports of good roads while the ob- Commandery and their ladies as spe
--------Newb
^5J:
£j
0
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nnn.
'
total
Senator
Dwight
W.
Morrow
was
in their automobile. He wanted
9.30.
i server at Eastport says the going is cial guests. Rt. Em. E. K. Gould
For
screamingly
funny
situations,
Carr
’
s
Alley
Leagues
Erickson,
235,
we
iso
,
.
entertaining
a
delegation
of
several
know what to do. Without a se«
poor. While the roads are open for will be the installing officer, assisted
“
Hook,
Line
and
Sinker,"
co-featur!
_.
_
..
_____
.
___
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.
,
1267
...»
«
hundred
political
workers
at
his
ond’s hesitation, Morrow said: “Th«
The “Canner,” national publien- travel it is advisable for drivers to by Em. Sir E. R. Veazie as grand
e d °PPed the first |
home in Englewood one rainy after- came here as my guests. They ai
tion of the canning business, state put on chains for any distance driv marshal, and Sir Walter S. Rounds ing Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey
Friday
and
Saturday
is
the
string
in
their
match
with
the
Tbe
g
emen
t
League
1
noon
during
his
campaign
agaipst
welcome to anything I have. V
in its latest issue that in the blue- ing, as there is freezing of melting as grand prelate. Dancing and a
season's masterpiece.
Kickapoo Monday night but capAt tbe star aneys Monday night ' Alec Simpson. The head gardener th
them have everything they wan
berry business recent pressure sell- now and patches of ice.
musical entertainment will follow.
The story starts with a roar and tured the next two handiiy and woll thc R ir Gang outbowled the of,the Morrow estate rushed to Ttis W,e can get more evergreens."ing in Maine has abated, as factories. |
-----------------gains
in
momentum,
which
never
..
hv
dR
_
ir)C
.
.
_
.
i
cho
(
a
.,
Ireland, with Stripping Crew by 31 points. Cal- I
to whisper that two of the visit- Philadelphia Record,
in attempting to crowd the market. I
pi ISHINP
The Second District Council of the
found themselves in for a consider- '
,.
, „
uixvj
slackens speed nor volume, The a strin_ of j22 and high total was in ' derwood had
total, and Roes
American
Legion
Auxiliary
meets
boys
start
out
as
msurance
salesmen
a
string
of
mand
h^totaUwas
in
h
.
gh
(96)
able loss. Some off-grade berries
1 and Mrs. Frank,u Hathorne,
were reported sold, and federal
'• ®nelme McKmsley and Miss Tuesday afternoon at the Legion
politely steal a whole railroad
r- , „
. ,
.
Stripping Crew—Roes, 402; Rogers,
agents have been picking up samples. [
, , .°f Thomaston also Mr. rooms in Auburn. All members of train . . . butt in on the affairs of j Dark Horses—Ireland, 317; New- 390; Brown 389; Rector 368; Guptill
the
Winslow-Holbrook
Post
unit
aie
a beautiful girl . . . take over the bert, 283; Williams, 265; Jacobs, 288; 380; total, 1929.
The market still rules at $7.0(1 to $7.50
\
th’Si PlaC.
for 10's in syrup, while 2's, In syrup. .. ,
rta'ned Christmas day at members of the Council, and will be hotel she has inherited ... fill it Smalley, 271; total, 1424.
Repair Gang—Huber, 368; Kelley,
welcomed
at
all
meetings.
Miss
are quoted at $2.00 at the factory. Po„ertv e ot Mr' and Mrs' Nelson
with society dowagers and their
Catherine Hcwins who is conducting jewels . . . and then, when publicity
Kickapoo—Bray, 277; Barnes, 274; 382; Reynolds, 407; Calderwood, 409;
Fresh and frozen berries from Car.M •
a national survey on child welfar« brings all the crooks in creation into Dickinson, 255; Folan, 289; Drink- j Shepfield, 394; total, 1960.
ada are causing increasing concern hncfc
At
♦Jr
hosts to the following partv over will give the principal address, and the hotel, the plot begins in earnest. water, 281; total, 1376.
i
to Maine canners.______
Christmas: Mr and Mrs. Fred Townes there will be other interesting speak
, . o ,,
| Thc Cement Quarry team came out
The girl’s mother detests Wheeler.
The proposed charter for the Knox ^"Miss^mHrAnHpr^n0^’’^,6, ers. Members desiring to attend this Woolsey plots to marry the mother
of the pit Monday night and gave the
meeting are requested to notify Mrs. so he can become the girl's father
Central Maine defeated Forty Club ' Electricians a severe trouncing.
Water District, embracing Rockland. dpn ”M“SS and
Margaret Kelley, secretary, North and give her to Wheeler. The crooks No. 1 by 18 pins Monday night, three Davis syndicated the honors with his
Thomaston, Camden and Rockport is , Bogt,on
p
Main street.
plot to slay the heroes and cop every- oj- (be fjve mcn qualifying in the 300- string of 110 and high total. Elec
neaily ready for Legislature, and is Mrs. Jack Per had an incubator
BORN
thing for themselves.—adv.
,
_ .
.
. .
, , trician Luce was runner up. The
being drawn up by City Solicitor E. of chicks hatch this
k
class. Dans was top-notcher, bowl summary:
DYER—At Rockland. Dec. 21. to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter E. Dyer. (Margaret Sprowl)
W. Pike, with the assistance of David
s. H. Olson is cutting wood for L.
ing
111,
118
and
97
in
a
row.
The
Cement Quarry—Fetteroli, 423;
a son. Walter Ronald.
E. Moulton, president of the Port- ' g Miller,
Creighton, 405; Davis, 459: Dummy,
summary:
WILLEY
—
At
South
Waldoboro.
Dec.
21,
land Water District. The committee
Miss Edna McCarthy and brother
to Mr. and Mrs. Alforest Willey, a son.
meeting Monday night was attended ; Mike have been at F. W. Atkins, the
Central Maine—Elliot, 304; Maxey, 419; Hunt. 388; total, 2094.
Electricians—Luce, 421; Lord, 355;
by Senator-elect St. Clair and Repre- past week.
276; Daris, 326; Merrill, 262; Thomas,
MARRIED
Lindsey, 404; Bunker, 339; Mitchell,
It will Pay you to Buy Your Meats at this Market,
sentatives-elect McLoon and Hobbs.
301; total, 1469.
Miss Arietta Maloney went to MESSER-WYLLIE—At Wiscasset. Dec. 25.
in addition to the members.
by Rev. E. Spinney. Ronald Messer of
Forty Club No. 1—Orff, 274; Jack- 401; total, 1920.
Waldoboro Sunday to be the guest
because we can assure you of the Lowest Prices and
Rockland and Miss Anita Wyllie of
soil, 284; Stinson, 284; F. Black, 299;
of her sister, Mrs. Percy Moody, also
ELffect of Good
Warren.
Thc Underdogs belled their name
A group of nurses was delightfully to Nobleboro where she is to visit
J. Black, 310; total, 1451.
of obtaining High Quality. All Beef sold in this
at Carr's alleys Tuesday night, de
entertained Tuesday evening by Miss Thelma Flagg for a few days.
DIED
feating
the
Kickapoo
(Seadogs)
108
Misses Alice Lymburner and Marian
Market is U. S. Government Inspected. Your Meat
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Maloney and PORTER—At Landsdowne. Pa.. Dec. 24.
Burpee
Furniture
slaughtered pins. S. Carr had high string (112)
Myers. Much hilarity was caused by daughter Marilyn were in Port Clvde
Elizabeth, wife of Alfred S. Porter.
Rockland
Body
Shop
Tuesday
night.
Dollar will stretch further at this A. & P. Market.
and
Abbott
had
high
total.
The
a mock wedding which preceded the Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.AnCannot
Nobody touched the 300-mark. so summary:
CARD OF THANKS
announcement of the engagement of drew Breen.
Campbell carried off the honors on
I wish to thank the many friends of
Underdogs—Meating. 281: S. Carr,
Miss Myra Joyce and George Lewis of
Vinalhaven and Rockland for the beau
299 with 113 as high string, The 299; H. Carr, 243; Abbott, 302; Steves,
TEA
Be Overestimated
this city. Refreshments were served
Nilo’s Repair Shon. Spring street. tiful flowers, presents, cards and letters
summary:
260; total, 1385.
GREAT
me while I was at Knox Hospital
fir ~i ..a table prettily decorated in will be open Saturday nights here- sent __
COMPANY
Burpee
Furniture
—
Hanrahan,
277;
Kickapoo
—
Bray,
239;
Barnes,
265;
hr1 iv colors, the announcements be- after for the special convenience of 1 a,so wish to thank the doctors and
Thornton, 276; Campbell, 299; Shan ■ Dickenson, 250; Folan, 273; Drinking cleverly concealed in nut shells out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head- I to^rae. * 1 W 1<>SPl aMrs.F Robert Arey° S
non, 241; Beaton, 286; total, 1396.
J water, 250; total, 1277.
tied with red ribbons.
• light adjusting etc.
114-tf i Vinalhaven, Me.
•
Notary Public.

IMONTON’

JANUARY HOUSE CLEANING SALE

Now come days of saving opportunities—when stock-clearing reductions afford savings on reg
ular first quality merchandise. Sweeping onward through the store, each section
closing out broken lines, odds and ends, and new goods.

Our House-Cleaning Sale Starts Friday, January 2

These reductions beckon you to “Simonton’s” NOW. We urge you to visit us soon and often

Domestics

Linens

KnitUnderwear

Dresses

Rayon
Underwear

Draperies

Double Blankets

Sheets and
Pillow Slips

Cotton
Underwear

Curtains

Outing
. Underwear

Baby Blankets

Rugs

Towels

Handkerchiefs

Bed Spreads

Hosiery

Corduroy Bath
Robes at Cost

Umbrellas

Sweaters

1-3 to 1-2 Off

All Wool
Gloves

Luggage

Stationery

Beads

QUALITY MEATS
LOWEST PRICES

Are Obtainable at The A & P
Market Located at
462 Main St., Rockland, Me.

The Accumulative
Advertising

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC
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Three Store-wide Yearly Sales

Three Store-wide Yearly Sales

■

January Clearance Sale
May Birthday Sale
November Harvest Sale

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

Percales and Wash Goods

A STORE-W/DE SALE TO CLEAR STOCKS

Cloth of Gold, 80 square Ptrcales, new patterns.
This sale only—

Starts Saturday, January 3rd

16c

CONTINUES TILL ALL LOTS ARE SOLD

k

January Clearance Sale
May Birthday Sale
November Harvest Sale
Domestics and Blankets

A fast moving stock means lower prices for you and newer stock; therefore we hold this
«
store-wide sale to clear stocks of Christmas goods

Fast Color Broadcloth
All firsts; a mill close-out of guaranteed fast colors,
vat dye Broadcloths, full pieces—

Make Your Own Clothes

Hosiery

Strong-tex Double Blankets, 66x80, part wool
in handsome plaids,

18c
Granelle Cotton Tweeds,
Windsor Washanready Plisse, lavender and
blue, only

Single White Blankets, only a few,

-29

Double White Blanket, colored borders,

-15

Oil Cloth, lot 1, regular 49c,

Oil Cloth, lot 2, regular 29c,

All wool Single Blankets,

Handkerchiefs
Left from Christmas
Embroidered; regular 75c,
Embroidered; regufcir 50c,
Embroidered; regular 15c,
Embroidered; regular 10c,
Embroidered; regular 5c,

I land
Hand
Hand
Hand
Hand

Marseley Rayon Spreads, double,

Feather Pillows, 20x26,

-50
-25
*10
-07
-02

Red Star Diaper
rou

JUST

KNOW

Ladies’ or Men’s
___________ ___ _________________

•

1.98 Silk and Wool Tweeds,

Jewelry Neckwear Belts
Leather Goods
Following our policy of not carrying over goods this

lot goes at bargain prices

Half Price
Gloves
Ladies’ Wool Lined, Beaver Cuff; 5.98 glove 4.50
Ladies’ Fleeced Lined, Beaver Cuff, strap
wrist ; were 4.50,
2.98

1-3 off
Men’s Fur and Wool Lined Gloves, to close out—

Ladies’ Wool Lined, Lapin Cuff; were 6.98,
4.98
Mittens and Gloves,
Half Price
Men’s Wool Gloves; were 98c,
.59
Ladies’ Fabric Gloves,
»45
Children’s Mittens and Gloves; were 50c,
.25

Hand Bags
I 7.50
7.50
6.50
4.95
2.98

Ostrich Bag,
and 8.50 Bags,
Velvets,
Bags,
Bags,

18
20
22
24
27

Wool Lace, regular 2.98,

1000
5.00
3.50
2.98'
1.50

1.59 Printed Crepe de Chine,

A great Hosiery event is this Annual Clearance.
Many lots are one-half price
Ladies’ Pure Silk Full Fashioned, firsts; were
1.00,
.50
Ladies’ 39c Silk and Wool; 3 for
1.00
Ladies’ 50c Silk and Wool,
.39
1.00 Full Fashioned Silk and Wool; irregulars, -59
1.50 Full Fashioned Silk and Wool; irregulars, .89
50c and 1.00 Footers,
.25

.98 Nub Raye Suiting,

Red Label Pongee,
new low price

Sale of Pequot Sheets

Silks

Children’s Wear

BLEACHED AND UNBLEAHCED COTTONS

Pequot Sheets

54x90, regular '
54x99, regular
54x108, regular
63x90, regular
63x99, regular
63x108, regular
72x90, regular
72x99, regular
72x108, regular
81x90, regular
81x99, regular
81x108, regular
90x108, regular

1 piece Black and White Printed Crepe de
Chine, 1.59 yard. Sale price,

1-98
1.29
.98
6.50
3.98
2.98
2.29
1.29
1.00

I lot 54 inch Wool Dress Goods; values up to
3.00 a yard. Sale price,
1 piece Pink Flannel, soiled, 1.00 yard.
price,

Sale

I piece Tan Cotton and Wool Crepe, 89c yard.
Sale price,
I piece Tan Faille Silk, worth 1.50 yard.
price.

2.50

Sale

42x36, regular
42x38%, regular
45x3814, regular

Men’s Ties to close out

»

Coats,

Pequot Tubings
36
40
42
45

inch, regular
inch, regular
inch, regular
inch, regular

.26
.29
.31
.33

.33
.36
.37
.39

Peauot
Brown Cottons
42 inch, regular
5- 4, regular
6- 4, regular
7- 5, regular
8-4, regular
9-4, regular
10-4, regular

.24
.26
.34
.38
.42
.45
50

.28
.30
.38
.42
.47
.52
57

Sale price

.08

iFIRST FLOOR)

More fine Bloomers and Vests; 2 for

6.50,

1050,

18.50

5.00,

16.50,

2750,

39.50

1.00,

2.00,

5.00

White Dresses; were 14.95; each,

5.00

Red Coats, sizes 8 to 18; were 9.50 each,

5.00

.26
.28
.36
.42
.44
.48
.52

.30
.32
.42
.46
52
.57
.62

Underwear
.7
1.0

Shelltex Glove Silk Vests, regular 1.50,

.9

Childrens Sleeping Garments, 0 to 3; 3 for

1.0

Boys’ Random Suit, reg. 50c; odd lot; 3 for

1.0

For This Sale Only—20% Off on All Jersey
Underwe’- not Already Reduced

Cretonnes and Curtain Goods
Boot Scrim, curtain material
ON SALE SATURDAY

Children’s Coats All Reduced

Heavy Scrim, 35 to 38 inch,

All Firsts, 47 to 50 inch,

Special Clean-up from a
manufacturer

Lingerie

42 inch, regular
5-4, regular
5-4, regular
7-4, regular
8-4, regular
9-4, regular
10-4. reeular

Boys’ Random Union Suits, knee or ankle
lenth; these are part wool,

5.00,

Millinery,

.31
.33
.35

.36
.38
.42

Pequot
Bleached Cottons

Unbleached Cloth, 36 inch.

must find bwners in double quick time, for we have marked
them at prices no woman can resist. Here is your chance
to get a new, smartly styled coat at the lowest price of the
season.

1.00
Three Wool Scarfs; were 2.98,
Cape Cod Shirts, no collar, white; were 2.98, 1.98
One lot Broadcloth Shirts, lavender and green
only,
Cape Cod 1.98 Shirts (no collar),

1.65
1.85

2.10

Pequot
Pillow Cases

A Quick Clearance of All Coats Must Be Effected Immedi
ately. We carry no goods over from one season to another,
and so these Beautiful

Dresses,

$ .95
1.00
1.10
1.00
1.10
1.20
1.10
1.15
1.25
1.20
1.25
1.45
1.55

1.08
1.18
1.27
1.27
1.35
1.50
1.40
1.50
1.55
1.50
1.58
1.60
1.78

Hemstitched
81x99, regular
90x108,

THE JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE, Already Started in the
Garments Continues with Attractive Values

Fur Trimmings

Men’s Goods

125

25c

Winter Coats

20% Off on All Fur Trimmings

.79
.89
.98
1*10
1-25

Red Star Hemmed Diapers—
20 in, .79; 22 in., .98; 27 in.,

1 piece Black and White Tub Silk, 89c value.
Sale price,

Slip-on Sweaters; were 2.98,
Slip-oA Sweaters; were 1.98,
Slip-on Sweaters; were 1.50,
One Child’s Red 3-Piece Set; 1 0.00 value,
Chirichilla Coats; were 4.98,
Chinchilla Coats; were 3.98,
Chinchilla Coats; were 2.98,
Infants’ Bath Robes; were 1.98,*
Infants’ Bath Robes; were 1.50,
Children’s Dresses All Marked Down
Plaid Zipper Suits; were 4.98. To close,

inch—10 yard piece,
inch—10 yard piece,
inch—10 yard piece,
inch—10 yard piece,
inch—10 yard piece,

Cretonne, one lot,

(SECOND FLOOR)

Ladies’ Felt Hats

Glove Silk (pure silk), to Close
1.65 Vests,
1.95 Bloomers,
2.50 Chemise, crepe de chine silk,
2.98 Dance Sets and Panties,
1.98 Dance Sets and Panties,
1.49 Panties,
2.98 Gowns,
1.98 Chemise,

Art Embroidery

In all the new desirable styles
and in the season's smart
shades and trimmings. You
will find Hats in this assort
ment that will astound you.

Hand Worked Models, To Close Out
Pillcws, Pictures, Scarfs, L unch Sets, Etc
Half Price

Single Bed Spreads, regular 98c,

.69

New Art Embroidery for January Sale

50c
&

Linens

Boys9 Wear
Shirts, odd sizes; were 1.00,
Suits; were 1.98,
Suits; were 2.98,
Suits; were 3.98,
Knit Caps; were 1.00,
Corduroy Pants; were 95c,

.59
1.29
1.98
2.98
.50
.69

Candy
JfewO^rk.

.50 p?ckage which we sold as a special Christmas
box at 79c. Will close these out for

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Russian Crash, a new low price in imported
crash,

’25

A

Bates Table Covers, in checks, red, blue, green
tan; regular 50c yard,
’39
Filet Chair Backs ; were 25c,
12‘/2
Damask Luncheon Sets, blue only,
5.00
White Damask, 70 inch; 1.59 value,
.98

Every-Ollier-Day
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PLEASANT POINT

PORT CLYDE

1J1 ),S

!

PHYSICIAN

SAUNTERINGS

At the annual meeting of Acorn t
Rev. John Holman and family have
T)R. GILBERT S. LAMBERT
f?onv a.
Grange these officers were elected.
returned to their home in Marble
gives unstinted praise to
head. Mass., after spending the past
W. mastef, W. G. Maloney, over
new Scientific Discovery.
Leaving Shank's mare in her
month here. Mr Holman supplied
stable. I accepted the invitation ol seer, Eldrean Orff; lecturer, Gladys
at the A. C. Church during the time.
; my neighbor to saunter by auto, Orff; steward, O. H. Woodcock; as- !
Fred Buker has been very ill dur
i Great day. bright sun, thermometer sistant steward. A. W. Maloney;
ing the past two weeks.
44 deg. No snow, some ice, nothing chaplain. Flora Maloney; treasurer,
Chester, son of Mr. and Mrs. Formuch to attract the eye, or one's Albert Orff; secretary, Grace Ma'! rest Davis, is ill.
i sense of the beautiful' in nature. loney;
gatekeeper. Herbert Flint;
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Marshall en
Finally
rniuiiy we
wv cniue
came to
tv the
wie auu
zoo ai
at vnr
the
~
head of Spot Pond, Stoneham, in the Ceres. Rena Fales, Pomona. Fa in
tertained a few friends at a Christ
Middlesex
found Miller; Flora. Edna Young^ lady as
mas tree Thursday evening. Mr.
Middlesex Fells
Fells, whpre
where we
we found
Ma “shall has been in ill health for
quite a collection of wild animals— sistant steward. Hattie Orff.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maloney, Mirs
the past two years and is confined to
I Santa Claus reindeer , elk. deer,
a wheel chair.
buffalo, wild hog, brown and black Enid Maloney. Frank Fowle and IsiStill on the Mexican Border
I to read the following, cut from the J bear, wolves
(timber and prairie! bel Drummond, all ol Port Clyde,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Marshall of
paper here: foxes, cougars, badger, grey squirrels, spent Christmas with Mr and Mrs.
Rockland. Mrs. Myrtle Taylor of Ten I have before me a Christmas card, morning
"The Missouri Pacific Mondav coons.
A. W. Ma.or.ey. A am y
ant's Harbor. Mrs. Maud Anthony, one of several thoughtfully mailed
and Miss Nora Clark spent Christmas to me by friends in Rockland O” brought from the north 425 people , What a restless creature the fox enjoyed. In the 39 yeats ol ms me
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Marshall. the front of the card are camels seeking homes in this Valley of sun- ; Is. always on the move, running or Ernest has never missed spending
Rev. S. E. Packard of Boothbay wise men. and the star of Bethle- : shine and contentment. These peo- J leping around his cage. It seems a j Christmas with his parents.
called on friends in this place Mon- hem On the back this paragraph in pie come from nearly every walk in ( shame to pen him up when he might I This correspondent has received a
life, and are the bone and sinew ' be out robbing a hen yard. The ' ietter fronl Mrs. Huldah Stone wh»
ink:
' day.
ilist Ills
llP
from which comes the builders of a I badger interested meP mnst*
most; just
his is stin confined 4-z\
to hor
her hurl
bed at
at tthe
"A
camel
has
long
intervals
be

Mrs.
Franklin
Trussell
entertained
A New Screen Grid
nation. In nearly every case they face showed in the opening to his home of her daughter, 2 Congo place
tween
drinks,
but
he
sure
tucks
away
20 or more friends at a Christmas
are people who have made a success pen. The badger is a winter sleeper, in Thomaston. Mrs. Stone writes
tree party Friday night. A pleasant a good one when he's where it is. in life and come to the Valley to one of the seven sleepers, the coun that
she was made very happy Christ
Being
near
the
Mexican
boundary
is
evening was passed interspersed with
further their interests from a finan try folk say. He generally appears
music and readings, and two attrac some provocation for some who are cial standpoint and to live where above ground after the snow disap mas by receiving letters, cards, boxes
of fruit and many gifts from friends
tively decorated trees added to the not camels."
Which is a kindly hint that I may surroundings are better from a pears. This badger couldn't get far and near and she thanks all who
enjoyment. Refreshments were also
below
ground.
The
wolves
are
also
so kindly remembered her. Mrs.
“I was spending the winter in San
Grand Console Model
be tempted to stow away enough climatic standpoint—they want to
served.
live where the winters are not so restless animals. I hate the sight
George Brown is confined to his liquor here to last me all next sum rigid, where springtime is perpetual of them. They don't interest me a Stone is always happy to see her old Antonio, Texas, when I first heard
neighbors and friends and it is hoped of Sargon. The treatment appealed
mer in Rockland, where liquor is supA telephone call, if you can't come in person, will
' home by illness.
where they can enjoy life close bit. What did interest me was a all who can will call on her when to me bcause of its thorough scien
quickly bring you the value of your old out-ofThere was a Christmas tree and posed to be expensive, unlawful, and ,! and
to nature both winter and summer. large pen full of wild ducks and i theyare in Thomaston,
tific background. I decided to try
concert in the Advent Church Wed of bad quality Let's forget suclt They want to build homes, and build geese, of many varieties—the smallei 1
date, troublesome receiver when it is traded in for
A concert was held in the school- it for a very bad form of chronic
nonsense and talk about the camel.
nesday
evening
and
in
the
Baptist
• beautiful new Stromberg-Carlson. We suggest
the Valley. Some will stay, some the duck, the louder the quack—Our house Christmas night which was constipation which I was entirely
<§> 3> $> <$>
Church Thursday evening. Both af
common barnyard goose and many well attended. There was a large tree i unable to correct with ordinary laxawill go away and come back."
a free home trial for direct comparison with your
fairs were well attended and fine con The camel does not drink enough
other species, some with their honk- bearing gifts for all. The following lives and purgatives used in general
,$><§> ^ §>
old radio. The side-by-side test will more than
certs were given.
to last him any length of time any
honk! and some without. I could
•onvince you—it will help you understand why—
I may add to the above article watch these fowl for hours, they re- | p^yer"ValV ’singing' b7the choir* ^"I^as also subject to severe bilious
Ralph Simmons of Attleboro. Mass., more than does any other animai.
’’there is nothing finer than a Stromberg-Carlson.’’
spent Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. That Is to say he does not take it into that this is in no sense a boom sec mind me so of the years I never lived Mr • and Mrs*' A
Marion' attacks. My complexion had become
Fred Simmons.
his stomach. He slowly pumps into 1 tion. This slow, steady development
on a farm.
; .
.
Malonev and Mrs , yellow as though I had jaundice.
Number Twelve
SMALL DOWN
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Maloney and call reservoirs an extra supply of hi*5 been going on for many years,
As we came out we looked at a §™ce Maion^ exercise Greetings My appetite was below normal. My
daughter Enid. Frank Fowle and Mrs. water, and he draws on this supply j As farms reached out from one post- rattlesnake in a glass case in a win-e Malo Doris Davis-' r?cita ioi^’ ’ food did not digest or assimilate,
Grand Console
PAYMENT
Isabelle Drummond spent Christmas whenever he wants a drink, and b\ office, other centers were es- dow. asleep in the sun. You could »a™nd 8n2a^"S “Vs’ ^"“2 causing gas and indigestion. I was
Automatic volume con
in Cushing.
muscular contraction forces into the tablished, general stores came into see his rattles, also the skin he had
Say a d
,dJ;
losing weight and strength rapidly,
trol. Silent visual ton
ing. Vaca ten tubes,
stomach from the reservoirs, the being, then villages, then towns and shed. Out in the open of the 5000 ^.w^ing^g Z t^e chc^r exe-X
"Three bottles of Sargon and one
three of which are screen
EASY
WEEKLY
amount
needed.
His
long
stay
at
a
cities.
For
20
years
it
has
been
a
grid. Half • octagonal
acres in the Metropolitan Park sysMen Anna Seavev Edith bottle of the Pills relieved me enHOPE
slow
but
sure
process
of
building
on
walnut cabinet.
tem where I have sauntered I have ™ee W>se Men. Anna oeatey^ Editn
of
and j RQ
drinking place is to pump the
TERMS
Price,Icaa tubes $35«l.
reservoirs full—not to fill his a foundation of agriculture, citrus never seen a snake. I know they are Orne and Howard O,oe. leading, ,
anv liver
]jVer or
or biliary
have any
Happy New Year!
J
1
Mrs.
Susie
Davis;
solo,
Marion
Orne;
lolIg
"
fruit
growing,
truck
gardening,
and
stomach. A man has no reservoirs
Kiataia to the 5tromf»*r/j-Oirfton Hmir Monday »rfningi in a
' Distributors of Christmas mail to fill with good or bad Mexican cotton. There have been no high there, even to rattlers, but I don't go recitations. Harland Davis and Edith symptoms. In fact. I am in better
Cixut-to-eouat broodatil over rAe TV. R. C. Hint ^Hwork und
matter were kept very busy this year, liquor, no matter what the provoca pressure salesmen. The people who hunting for them. Other creatures Orne; exercise, “Joy." Bernice Orne. physical tone than in years.
niMOciatid station*.
“Sargon undoubtedly represents a
and in the postofflee and along the tion. The old saying that a camel came here came to settle and till the are of more interest to me.
Harland Davis. Gwendolyn Stimp- real advance in the field of medi
The Saunterer.
routes it was well cared for. The can go seven days without water is soil. They had backbone, vision, and
son;
reading,
Madeline
Stimpson;
Somerville, Mass.
cine.”—Dr. Gilbert S. Lambert, San
weather was all could be asked for not true. He goes seven days with some money. Many of them are
singing, choir; recitations, Howard Francisco.
and that was a great help.
Orne. Marion Coombs, Bernice Orne;
out re-filling his reservoirs—but he rough; many of them believe in tak
FORECLOSURE
Sold by The Corner Drug Store,
Mrs. Adella Goding is spending the drinks regularly whenever he needs ing the law into their own hands as
Whereas. Elvle H Maddocks. of Union, Solo. Madeline Stimpson: reading Inc., in Rockland'^ by George H.
tn
the
County
of
Knox
and
State
of
New Year season with her niece Mrs. it.
double
vocal Gardiner in Warren; and H. L. Bossa
they do on the ranch; but with all Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the Walter„ Pinkham;
_
,, .__
Margaret Robbins and ts receiving
this they are workers. They are not fifteenth day of July. 1929. and recorded t duet. Florence Orne. Marion Orne, in Waldoboro.
<e> <♦> <$> 3>
1-lfc
ROCKLAND
53 TILLSON AVE.
i greetings from her relatives, neigh
the1 QAKnox
Registry
Grace
Dr. County
1 CO „r\-,
,.r.,-rtrl ♦tozvof —me
-Deeds.
— *the
V- rs Lizzie Maloney
* _ and
_
* . Maloney;
—— _
And now that we are started on the crowd of cigarette smokers you in
Book 190.
Page
153.
conveyed
bors and far away friends.
skit.
“
Lonely
Hearts."
by
Marion
find
holding
down
the
curb
stones
a certain parcel of real ----; __
T
Tel. 1060-M
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Payson en this subject, it recalls conversationc at Miami, trying to find a sucker to undersigned,
estate situated In said Union, in the Orne. Georgie Young. L. O. Young,
tertained a family party at their with Arabian camel drivers, and in buy an “option" on something that County of Knox and bounded as fol Marion Coombs. Carl Young, Made RAINIER LIME RICKEY
home Christmas Day including Mr. formation piat you do not get from will double in price in two weeks. lows:
A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev
A certain lot or parcel of land with line Stimpson; singing, choir.
' and Mrs. G. E. Payson. Mr. and Mrs. books.
And it will be a calamity if that gang buildings thereon, situated in said
erage—a perfect mixer
The
hump
on
a
camel
is
his
reserve
N. F Barrett. Miss Mary Barrett and
of "binder" boys ever does get in here Union, bounded and described as fol
Listen in every Friday evening at
food
supply.
When
he
is
hungry
and
lows.
viz:
Bounded
on
the
North
by
land
F. F. Payson.
to ruin this agricultural paradise.
6.15 on WBZ ar.d WBZA
formerly Silas BryantY (now Wayne
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Allen were cannot get food, he draws on the
Distributed by
Upham's) on the East by land formerly
<$•$><$>$>
nourishment
concealed
under
that
G. R. Messer's (now Roswell Noyes) on
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allen
hump,
for
strength.
So
he
carries
A
man
who
is
willing
to
work
can
Rockland
Produce Co.
the
South
bv
land
of
Weston
Carral's
“For Thy Stomach's Sake"
in Camden Christmas.
and on the West by the Medomak River,
Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
Mrs. Julia Harwood was in Cam both water and food for seven days, come here and make a good living and whereas the«condition of said mort
Indigestion. Sour Stomach,
Miniature Golf Course
den last Friday to attend the funeral As a beast of burden he will carry a off the land—and for that matter he gage has been broken:
Heart-Burn. Gas on the Stom
146-29
Now, therefore, by reason of the
of a friend. Mrs. Mary Cleveland, good-sized bale of Texas cotton, can do the same thing in Maine, breach
of the condition thereof I claim a
ach. Bloating and Malassimiabout 600 pounds and call it a fair Tourist business has not spoiled this
who died in Massachusetts.
foreclosure of said mortgage.
lation of food.
Dated this 22nd day of December. A. D.
,
Mrs. C. J. Grassow left recently for load. He will make from 30 to 40 valley, for there is nothing here to
a visit with her sister who lives in miles a day with such a load. If interest a tourist. No races, no re- 1930.
All Druggists, 50c, $1.00, S1.50
F.
R LEIGHTON.
vou
load
him
with
1000
pounds,
he
sorts,
no
style,
not
much
golf,
nothAtlanta. Georgia.
IO II
8
Cumberland. SS.
9
4
b 7
3
2
5
I
will
make
three
miles
an
hour
for
ing
that
you
look
for
at
a
tourist
LIVE AND DRESSED
PRIEST DRUG COMPANY
On this 22nd day of December. A. D.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Nichols and
1930. personally appeared the said F. R.
98 Exchange St.
daughters spent Christmas with her short jumps. But such a load is too resort. Tourist money is good, easy- Leighton,
POULTRY WANTED
0
W
and
made
oath
that
the
fore

IX
13
14
Bangor, Maine
mother Mrs. Partridge and Misses much for a long journev. A riding money, as all Maine knows—but going notice subscribed by him is true.
A
Before me.
W
Luella and Marcella Partridge in camel, carrying a man weighing 150 I tourist money does not walk hand in
At The Sign Of The Blue Bottle
FOR HOLIDAY TRADE
to 175 pounds, will make 50 milejj a , hand with hard work. The minute
HOWARD DAVIES.
w 19
Camden.
18
17
lb
Good demand now for Fancy Ca
I5
154-Th-4
Justice of the Peace.
day
with
ease,
and
can
continue
at
a
man
can
live
off
tourist
trade,
he
Roland Robbins has returned to
pons, Turkeys, Large Soft Chickens,
that
pace,
or
he
will
make
70
to
7j
quits
agriculture.
And
Maine
is.
and
W
w
Heavy
Fowl, Ducks, Geese. Your
Ohio after a visit with his parents
miles a day when forced or. a stwt is destined to continue to be a great
poultry sold direct to our retail job
23
20
21 i 22
Mr. and Mrs W. K Robbins.
TOWN
OF
SOUTH
THOMASTON
bing
trade
enables us to get extreme
tourist state. It Is the best state in
Mrs. R. E. Wadsworth was 1 n jump of two or three days:
prices.
4 . . .
the
United
States
in
which
to
spend
W.
F.
WYMAN & CO.
Camden last Sundav to attend the
w 27
STATE OF MAINE
2b
25
24
4 Faneuil Hall Market Boston, Mass.
We associate the camel With
m6?7
?
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of South Thomaston. In the County
wltl
funeral
of
a
relative,
Mrs.
Laura
w
Largest Commission Receivers of New
Arabia. Africa and the hot tropical
^t out. And as tourist bust- of Knox, for the year 1930
.
Wadsworth.
England Live Poultry in Boston
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners m the Town
i
30 31
,. ... . es' hard
filing the of South
29
The Farm Bureau planning meet countries. and yet a camel does rot
Thomaston aforesaid, for the year 1930 committed to me for collect lull _____ _____________________ 139-Th-ft
-- W 26
do
well
in
excessive
heat
or
cold
He
i°
d
w
^.
dec
reas
„
e
'
as
th
"
e
,s
t
™
r
.
e
ing will be held in Trues hall. Jan. 7.
for said Town on the twentieth day of May. 1930. remain unpaid, and notice is irpnrammj^JHfHreJZJEreiHJErejaiHr
W
hereby
given
that
If
said
taxes
with
Interest
and
charges
are
not
Previously
paid
so
jaauaGUueiauuuuumupa
>
n ,6
f?1'
Last Wednesday evening there was likes a temperate climate, about like
35
of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor in
32
‘
• Matioicus will learn that much
a tree and gift party in the hall for New Jersey, best of all. and in such a ' truth.
cluding interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at PJ1 1
at the Town Hall. In said Town, on the first Monday in hebruary. 1931 at nine
grangers, their families and friends. climate will be stronger.'healthier.
i 38
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
o’clock A M.
37
3b
34 SSS 35
Miss Helen Hobbs is spending her and do more work. You will find
A GRAND CHAMPION
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Amount
of
Tax
Due
vacation at home and with friends in more and better camels in the in
iw
Description
of
Property
Name of Owner
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
terior
of
China,
even
as
near
the
Camden.
w 43
3*) 40
42
41
M4
Here’s A Calf That Weighed 1065 CHARLES E HUDSON OR HEIRS—A certain lot of land on the North
when
a
Relatives and friends of Miss Edna coast as Peking, than you will find
side of the town road third class, and bounded as foljoy5 v1^ r
Pounds At the Age Of Fifteen
Payson, who is ill at her home in in Africa or Arabia. The Chinese,
on
the
Southeast
by
land
of
Bassick
Bros.;
on
the
Northeast
by
Months
METHYL BALM
shore of the Wessaweskeag River; on the Northwest by land ol
47 W H6
4b
Rockland, remembered her with a the Manchurians, the Mongolians,
45
Bassick Bros., formerly the Post lot; on the Southwest by the town
wilt
bring
almost instant relief?
shower
of
Christmas
gifts
and
good
have
used
them
for
centuries,
and
isw
O
road, containing about 35 acres. Value $700.00. Amount of Tax
"A calf that weighs 1065 pounds
—
$40,60 1 A scientifically compounded ex
before this last war in China! along
! wishes.
i
50
52
51
at
15
months
old.
without
developing
44
HEIRS OF CORNELIUS HANRAHAN. OR MARY DOHERTY. OR MARY
Mr. and Mrs. J B. Marriner and about 1924. you could sit in a hotel
ternal application that should be
RUSSELL OR OWNER-A certain lot of land on the North ide
Miss Evelyn Marriner were among In Nanking or Peking and watch any flabby waste fat, deserves a
W
in every home. Sold only at
of the road leading from Brown's Corner to South rhoma-iton
world's
championship."
was
what
the
i
those
gathering
for
Christmas
at
the
camel
caravans
go
by
all
day
lengVillage, and bounded as follows, viz.: Beginning at the Southeast
5b
55
54
53
judges said of Jimmy, the grand
corner of land formerly of Alexander Wilson North N^theast
home of Mr. and Mrs. Louie Gould thousands of camels.
Johnston’s DrugStore
rods to land formerly of William Blake: thence bv said Blake s
The natives make cloth from the champion steer exhibited at the
in Lincolnville.
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
land East Southeast about 87 rods to land formerly of William
International
Live
Stock
Exposition
58
I4
57
Christmas guests at the Harwood camel s hair, leather from his hide;
Butler, thence South Southwest 20 rods to land formerly owned
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
at
Chicago.
Jimmy
also
was
the
by
heirs
of
George
Coombs;
thence
South
29
rods
to
a
brook;
home were Mrs. Nellie Fish and Miss they drink the camel's milk for food,
75 cent.
thence So. Southwest by said brook about 5 rods to the town road;
I
they eat the flesh and it is said to be grand champion Angus at the show.
Laura Fish of Rockland.
thence by said road North Northwest to place ol beginning:
The
grand
champion
had
a
unique
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig as good eating as Chicago beef, but I
containing 18 acres more or less, being the lot of land conveyed
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
to Cornelius Hanrahan. William C. Burgess. Edwara K Online
were of the party who enjoyed the have never had an opportunity—or a record in the shows this season.
13-Moist
43-Unit of weight
1-Dist-eaa
Starting
in
a
club
show
picnic
in
and Edward E. O'Brine and recorded in Knox Registry or Deeds.
3 6-Razor sharpeners
holiday with Mr. and Mrs. W. C. desire—to try it. We will take it for
45- Container
17- Horned animal
Book 47. Page 74.
> « .
August his record was one of con
granted.
Wellman in South Hope.
Also a certain lot of land bounded as follows, viz: Beginning at
18- Sunken rock
POULTRYMEN
46- More certain
12-Call forth
tinued winnings, until he was sold
the Westerly shore of Wessaweskeag Mill Pond on the North line
$> <?> <■
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. True and Mrs. R.
21-Mechanic
48- Small mouthfull
14- Weil-known old
for
$2.50
a
pound
after
being
declared
of
a
half
acre
lot
formerly
belonging
to
Joseph
Berry;
thence
ATTENTION!
E. Wadsworth were guests of the E.
23-ln3ect's organs of
49- Diminutive suffix
Did you ever notice the “corns" on
bucket
Northerly by said Pond shore until it reaches the Marsh; thence
L. Trues at dinner and Christmas a camel. He has one on each knee, the most perfect steer in the world.
Westerly by said Marsh to the South line of land formerly of .John
We Want Your
touch
50-To the point
15- Preposition
J.
F.
McKenny,
of
King
City.
Mo.,
btackpole; thence by said land to the Horse Bronx, so-called:
tree festivities.
25-Mitigated
52- Proeeed
16- Enthuslastically
and he has them on his lower neck was the owner of the champion. MLIVE
POULTRY
thence
by
said
Brook
to
an
ash
tree
at
the
line
of
land
formerly
The next meeting of the Farm and chest—seven altogether—located
27-Burning piece of
53- Form
19- Perform
occupied bv Wm Blake; thence Southerly by the Eastern line of
And Will Pay Highest Market
Bureau in Hope will be held Jan. 7 wherever his body touches the ground | McKenny's herdsman. Jess Brown,
wood
said land to the land formerly of Cornelius Hanrahan, or formerly
55-Narrow roads
20- Prefix. Beyond
Price
of Wm. Butler; thence Easterly by said Hanrahan's line to beech
at Grange hall. This is the annual when he kneels to be loaded. They who fitted Jimmy for the show. Is an
j 29-Hurried
57-Withdraw from
22- Pin used tor
tree at the north line of land formerly of Augustine Drake or
Call or write and trucks will call.
planning meeting to discuss and protect the flesh. You have noticed uncle of Elliott Brown, who exhibited
31-ln the past
connecting two
i 58-R imor
formerly Fullerton Keller: thence running same course by said
COHEN BROS.
34-Admittance
make up the program of work for that his hind legs arg longer than the grand champion at last year's
pieces of wood
Keller's line and the said half acre Berry lot to the first mentioned
Mr. McKenny said that
Care CHARLES McKELLAB
VERTICAL
bound, and containing 36*2 acres more or less, and being land
36- Journey
1931. It will be a meeting for both his fore legs. Every time he reaches show.
23- Distant
conveyed by Harris Stackpole to Cornelius Hanrahan, and recorded
WARREN. ME.
1- Courage
37-Cry of a chicken
me nand women, and County Agent with a hind foot step he spans seven proper feeding, as supervised by Mr.
24- Ancient musical
in Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 52. Page 567.
Telephone Warren 2-3
2- Bony tusk material 38-Tax
Wentworth, and Miss Lawrence, H. feet—and he will keep going 38 steps Brown, was largely responsible for
instrument
Also
a
certain
lot
of
land
bounded
as
follows,
viz:
Beginning
at
Rcfetencc: Any poultry raiser
the Westerly shore of Wessaweskeag Mill Pond, at the North line
3- Therefore
,40-Machine for turning
D. A. will both be present. Everyone to a minute when the load is not too Jimmy's victory.
26- Affirmative vote
The steer was fed a ration of
of a lot of land mortgaged to Harris Stackpole and sold by him to
109-tf
4- Piece out
is asked to come early as the meet heavy and the going is good.
27- Girdle
42-Let fall
Cornelius Hanrahan and known as the Millay lot; thence North
shelled
corn
and
linseed
meal
until
5- Peruse
28- Smal.l pie
ing begins promptly at 10.30. There
44-Boring tool
78’2 degrees West 191 feet and South 69’2 degrees West 271 feet
<§>
Aug.
1,
and
after
that
date
his
feed
to land formerly occupied by Barney Bowers; thence North by
I 7-Tax
30-Passage money
will be a short program in the fore
46- Moved swiftly
said land of said Bowers to a creek; thence Easterly by said creek
As the young man tn the fifth consisted of cracked corn, barley
8- Pencil of light
32- ltalian city ,
noon, dinner at noon and the busi
47Function
and said Wessaweskeag Mill Pond, thence Southerly by said Mill
grade wrote: "A horse is an animal. linseed meal, and molasses. He had
9- Meaning correct
33-The bile
ness
meeting
in
the
afternoon.
Pond 300 feet to bounds first mentioned containing two acres and
50- Imitate
He has four legs, one on each corner. all of the clover hay he could eat
35-Dispatched
145 rods, being land conveyed by Job L. Copelto Cornelius
(abfc-.j
51- Vitality
Hanrahan and recorded in Knox Registry of r eds. i5oo«; „
When he gets mad. he shows it with throughout the feeding period.
37-Corn-bread
10-Foot
21 26
GROSS
NECK
252
Valued $550.00 Amount of Tax Due .........................
54-Army Corp (abbr./
his hind legs. There is also a horse
! 11-Exo
-,al
39-Attired HEIRS OF CHARLENA MANN OR HEIP3 JF WILLIAM WILLIAM
^56-Negative
fly. But that ts a fly and not a
41-Poem
SON. OR OWNER—A certain lot o' land on the road leading from
LINCOLNVILLE
Mrs. Waldron Masten returned horse. Horses do not fly. And that
Since 1840 this firm hM
Seal Harbor Village to Clark .sland. together witn buildings
A Happy New Year to all.
thereon and bounded as f 1 5ws. viz: North by land of Albert
Saturday to Nutley, N. J., after is all I know about a horse. ’
faithfully served the f&mlllea
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Schools reopened Monday after the
Burton East bv land of Elben Burton; South by Town Road:
passing Christmas with her parents
of Knox County
A camel bites. He does not kick. recess of one week. All schools ob
West bv land of Elber 3urton and Town Road, ana containing
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele.
LADY ATTENDANT
about one acre. Lusd and Buildings Valued $280.00. Amount
MANK'S CORNER
He has no flies, but he has many served the holiday, having Christ
16 24,
Tai. Day 450 ; 7B1-1
Mrs. Charles Collamore and Mrs. fleas. When an Arab wants to rid
of Tax Due .... ................................... -...................................................
Mrs Sadie Feyler was at Mrs. Au
ROBBINS JR EDNA M ROBBINS, OR OWNER Land and
Pearl Delano and son Cyrus of Lawry his robe of fleas, he hangs the robe mas trees and appropriate programs. HAROLD
AMBULANCE t 'RVICE
gusta Mank's Fridav.
Buildings
4'
Spruce
Head
Island.
Valued
$150.00.
Amount
of
Tax
Mr. and Mrs. John Flagg of Wor
8 70
Hon. r Jones and Brook Storer visited Mrs. Melvin Genthner Wed on a perspiring camel, and the fleas cester who were called home by the
Due ...............................................................................................................
A . HOMPSON A certain lot of land situated tn Seal Harbor
nesday.
jump from the robe to the camel. It serious illness of his father returned SIDNEY
were in Warren Saturday-.
VtlUke
and
bounded
as
follows,
viz:
North
bv
land
of
Merrill
Miss Evelyn Waltz, teacher at is hard to fool a flea. You can smell Sunday.
Mrs James Black and Mrs. B Mc
7 ftraons: East. South, and West by land of Willis D Todd, and
ROCKLAND, ME.
1 16
containing about two acres. Valued $20.00. Amount of Tax Due
Donald v. ited at Mrs. Grace Ross' Rockville. Conn., is spending her such a camel for 200 feet on a clear
Tranquility Grange will hold its
Christmas vacation with her parents day, when the wind is right And annual'in'stallatton
of offleers Satur- ■- edoab
wi&ON-A certain lot of land situated .on the road leading
In Union last week.
from Thomaston to St George, together with buildings thereon
when the wind is not right, you can
Some fine porkers were butchered Mr. and Mrs. Alden Waltz.
and bounded as follows, viz: North by land of Anselm Aho and
Past Master and
Mr .and Mrs. Clifford Winchen smell him for 400 feet And that is day evening.
Elkhanah Stackpole Estate: East by land of Elkhanah Stackpole
last week for Homer Jones, Eugene
Grand Deputy Harold Nash of LftmVINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Estate; South by land of John Stackpole; West by Georges River,
bach
of
West
Waldoboro
spent
all
I
know
about
camels.
The
ciga

Fevler and B McDonald.
den
with
his
assistants
will
act
as
STEAMBOAT CO.
containing about 35 acres.
...................
Christmas
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dewey
rette
is
no
relative
of
the
animal.
Mrs. I.ucv Bossineault was at her
Also another certain lot of land situated on the. Westerly side
installing officers. It was voted to
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Winchenbach.
of
the
St.
George
Road
and
bounded
as
follows,
viz
North
by
land
home over the w< ekend from Bucks
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
have the installation pr''. ate.
of Herman Erickson: East by St. George Road; South Dy land of
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Eugley and son
' A M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
port.
Mrs. Emma Miller --.no has been
Kustl Rahkonen: West by the Georges River ana containin'
While nearly every section ol the
Vtnalhaven
8 15. due to arrive at Rockof
Waldoboro
who
have
been
for
The punils of chapel school had a
about 70 acres. Land and Buildings Valued $1600.00. Amount of
about 9.30.
country is justly complaining that with her sister Mrs Ada Morton of
92 80 j land
Tax Due ..................................................... -................................... .........
week's vacation school opening several weeks at McClellan Eugley's business is bad. it may be interc: ting Belmont during tt.u latter's Illness
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
CHARLES COUGHLIN—A certain lot of land on the southeast side of
Vlnalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3 30. Ston
aeain Dec. 29 with Rachel Orff, are now visiting Mr. and Mrs. Alex
arrived home Sunday.
town road leading from 'Keag Village to Spruce Heaa known as
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan’s
ander Derosier in Waldoboro.
teacher.
Big Landing and bounded as follows, viz: Northwest bv Town Road
Miss Fann^. Massalin of Rock
•
Island about 6.00 P. M.
Mrs. Mertie Booth of Kaler's Cor
Southwest by land of Jackson Snowdeal; Southeast by Big
Mrs. E. Moore and Mrs. A. Wallace
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
land
H
gh
s-.d
Miss
Bernice
Lermond
Landing
Cove:
Northeast
by
Stanton
Brook,
so-called.
Valued
NEW YEAR GREETINGS
ner
spent
Sunday
with
her
sister
143-tt
were at Mrs. Reed's last week.
of Rockli .,d Business College who
13 92
$240.00. Amount of Tax Due ................................... .... ....................
Mrs.
Alfred
Waltz.
SADIE M CLARK. OR OWNER—Land and Buildings In Keag Village on
were
hor.ie
over
the
holiday
returned
Hn,,p- New Year to one and alH
J1 fWaS rather,Han old fashioned
Misses Marie and Reta Waltz of
the road leading from said 'Keag Vlllagi to Seal Harbor and
Give tlinnks for all things, great and Christmas here this year with snow
Sunda- :
bounded as follows, viz: North by said Town Road; East by land
small.
_ ,
enough for good old Santa to use his Rockland have been guests of Mr
M-. and Mrs. Clifton Dickey who
of Lucretia Coombs: South by land of Elizabeth Wiggin; North
R-sclve to follow the Golden Rule.
and
Mrs.
Alden
Waltz.
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
reindeer
and
sled.
by land, now or formerly of Ruth M. Snqw. Land and Buildings
have
been
living
on
the
Capt.
WilTwill make you happy, and others too.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl and
20 30 35 LIMEROCK ST.
11•etUSFiiW.
•■la’" !«'MISM "dM4ST-.P
$350.00 Amount of Tax Due ...................................................
ROCKLAND
l‘am Diekey place have moved their MRS Valued
»foa S VOICE
<1801*>«we>o 190*
FREDERICK
DUPREE
—
Land
and
Cottage
at
Pleasant
Beach
daughter
Frances
of
Broad
Cove
Por—'t the past and look for tomorrow,
Household goods to Camden where
11 60
LINCOLNVILLE
Valued S200 00 Amount of Tax Due
rtie
of gladness, and not for sorrow.
spent Christmas with Mr. and Mrs.
Osteopathic
Physician
he has employment for the coming CLARA PERRY—Land and Cottage at Pleasant Beach. Valued $480 00
For nausht we gain when the heart Is
27 84
Amount of Tax Due .................................................................................
Telephone 136
year. Their removal is regretted as EDWARD
Mr and Mrs. Cedric Hollowav and Charles Geele.
sad,
.
WARE ESTATE—Land and Buildings on the eastern end of
rhereft re strive to be happy and glad.
son John Parker of Northampton are
the home here has never before been
Spruce Head Island, containing about 29 acres. Land and Build
168 20
vacant.
ings Valued $2900 00 Amount of Tax Due .........................................
Life is queer, with Its twists and turns. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Parker Young
As reliable as the VictroU
A ULMER OR OWNER—A certain lot of land together with
■ ery one of us sometime learns;
for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Jackson of EDGAR
buildings
thereon,
situated
on
the
southerly
side
of
Church
Laugh and the world will laugh with
It ts pleasant to report that Arno GLOBE LAUNDRY
Skowhegan who were home for the
Street so-called, and bounded as follows, viz: North by Church
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
you.
Street’ and land of Harold Harlow, land of Heirs of Silas Hal low,
holiday returned Saturday to resume
Portland, Maine
Weep and the friends you'll find are few. W Knight who has been ill with
and
Masonic
Property;
East
by
shore
of
Wessaweskeag
River:
gripDe is improving. He is attended Quality Work,
her duties as teacher in the High
Family Washing!
Dentist
South by the shore of the Wessaweskeag River; West by land of
Resolve to practice contentment s power. by Dr. Hutchins.
School.
Called For and DeliveSed
Mary Ada Snow; and containing about 8 acres. Land and Build
Then never you'll have a lonesome hour;
302
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
46
40
Arnie
E.
Knight
of
Maple
Lawn
j
Mrs. Flora Grant of Richmond,
Parcel Delivery Service
ings Valued $806 00 Amount of Tax Due ................... L6uiS E FOGG.
U with what we have we re really con
Farm is distributing some very at- j
ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 915-M
teacher in the Miller School, passed
tent.
Dec
22
1930
Collector
of
Taxes
of
the
Town
of
South
Thomaston.
we have the choicest of blessings sent.
tractive calendars as Christmas gifts j Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R
124-tf
Christmas at her home.
51tt
154-Th-4
Harriet Smalley Wheeler
to his old time friends.
Tenant's Harbor, Jan. 1. 1931.
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Every-Other-Day

I

This Eagerly Awaited, Keenly Anticipated, Annual Event Starts

FRIDAY, JANUARY 2nd —
COATS

GENUINE BARGAINS on

8 FUR COATS
These Eight Fur Coats sold for up to $175.00. Not a
coat that sold for less than $100.00. For quick clearance
we have grouped them at one price of—

on
all

DRASTIC
REDUCTIONS

Not in years have COATS been so reasonable, with Better Furs, Better Cloth, Better Work
manship, at Less Price. ..Now comes this clearance sale with still lower prices. Every coat
must go regardless of cost This is your opportunity. You have waited for this SALE.
Now take advantage; get a new coat at a fraction of former price.

ONE LOT OF COATS

SPORT AND DRESS COATS

All fur trimmed, lined and interlined; a few
last year’s qoats in this lot sold up to $35.00.
Sale price—

Styles up-to-the-minute; all furred, lined and
interlined. Sale price—

____________ $8.00_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
THIS LOT OF $34 DRESS COATS
Mostly Black; all sizes; beautiful fur collar
and cuffs
For the Price of a Cloth Coat
One Muskrat Coat, size 42; regular C 1 flG
$175. value. Price now .................... S' ■ VV ,

____________ $21.00_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Regardless of what you saw elsewhere; if

YOU WANT A REAL GOOD COAT
See This Lot

Lot of

BLACK, GREEN & NAVY COATS
Sale price—

Regular $43.50 grade.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $29.00

JUST A FEW OF OUR BEST COATS
LEFT
Sold up to $79.00

$37.00
You’ll be surprised at the values

BIG SAVINGS
ON ALL

$15.00

$49.00

DRESSES

Dresses that are most unusual in style, assortment and quality. Not for a long while have we
been able to give you so much in a DRESS fo r so little money. Soon we will be getting ship
ments of Spring Goods. We must have room. Most of these dresses are Silk, Printed, Plain,
Travel Tweeds, a few Wool, Jersey and Knitted—ahd look at the prices—

PI OSE-OUT LOTS 11

Exceptional
Values in vL

Ladies’ Hats

Sheep Lined Jackets

In Two Lots

*8.75 Values

$1.00 and $1.98
Rain Coats

ONE LOT DRESSES

ANOTHER LOT OF DRESSES

Guaranteed; AII Sizes; 3 Shades

Silks, Jerseys, Knitted, one or two of a kind;
sold up to $16.75. Now—

Printed and Plain; formerly up to $9.75.
Sale price—

$3.50

____________ $3.98___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $5.00_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

House Dresses

This Lot Consists of

While They Last

$12.75 values, including one-half size styles.

PRINTED AND PLAIN DRESSES

$1.00

$9.50

All sizes and styles

A LARGE LOT OF DRESSES

A very good assortment

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

Full Fashioned

85c
Rayon and Part Wool
Bloomers
59c
Two Pair for $1.00

f

Wil‘

S14.50

You know how large our assortment of Dresses is—you know our prices are always right
—styles always new. Come select yours while pickings are good.

Mrs. Coose and family. Returning
APPLETON RIDGE
WHEELER’S BAY
home Monday via Hope they were
dinner
guests
at
Willow
Brook.
Miss
Clarissa
Harriman
of
Belfast
Schools in the surrounding dis
Mrs. J. K. Lowe and Chester Wall
tricts resumed sessions Monday aTter
is a guest at P. D. Perry's.
! spent Monday with his sister Mrs.
A group of carol singers were at Walter Rackliff.
SOUTH HOPE
a two weeks' vacation.
the homes of Mr. and Mrs. F. L.
Mrs. Clarence Barnes and daugh
Miss Olive Pease returned to Lib
Mrs. Annie Pole of New York was Davidson and Mr. and Mrs. Ashton ter were visitors Monday at A. M
erty Sunday where she is teaching.
Christmas evening.
Pierson's.
Miss Esther Bryant is teaching the guest recently of her brother Ripley
Among dinner guests Christmas
Little Maxine Rackliff has rehere again and boarding as before E. E. Hastings.
Mr and Mrs. H. A. Hart and Mrs. day were A. H. Moody and family at , ceived a severe burn on one of her
with Mrs. J. D. Pease.
N. Moody's; Elmer and Azuba ! hands and is attended by Dr. C. H
Daniel Ludwig and his housekeeper W. W. Lermond spent Monday in L.
Sprague at A. G. Pitman's; Rev. and j Leach.
Mrs. Prances Pease were guests Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ingerson
Christmas of his daughter Mrs. Ev
Clarence Robbins and M. M. Taylor Mrs. L. E. Watson, Mr. and Mrs. H.
erett Humphrey and family at Glen- are among those who have recently C. Stanley and Miss Chrystal Stan and family spent Christmas with
ley at W M. Newbert's.
Mrs. Walter Rackliff.
cove.
bought radios.
There was a concert and tree at
Lester Elwell has returned to West
Mrs. R. L. Coose Searsmont, visited
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Esancy were the Baptist Church Thursday eve Pownal after a few days’ visit with
her parents at Willow Brook last Christmas guests of Mr and Mrs.
ning and the following program his aunt Mrs. Reuben Maker.
week, returning home Thursday aft W. H. Esancy at East Union.
given;
Congregational
singing;
Wilbur Dennison of Pownal spent
ernoon.
Miss Bernice Newbert of North
Mr. and Mrs. U. G. Pease enter Waldoboro was a guest Christmas at scripture by S. S. Supt. Edtvard Christmas at his home here.
Ames; prayer, Rev. L. E. Watson;
tained the Hilltop Club Dec. 20 in the H. A. Hart's.
welcome, Gwendolyn Robinson; “Just
SOUTH BELFAST
usual manner. Owing to illness sev
Christmas eve there was a very So It's Christmas,” Julia Brown and
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Drinkwater
eral members were unavoidably ab
Marie
Perry:
congregational
singing;
were in Lincolnville Sunday.
sent much to their regret. It was | pretty tree filled with gifts and a
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Prescott were in
a successful meeting and a very en fine program conducted by SSiss recitation , Ruth Demuth; Santa
Claus
Song,
Marie
Perry
and
Julia
Jones, pastor of the Nazarene Church
Bangor Wednesday.
joyable evening.
Brown;
recitations,
Wallace
Withee,
Clarence Drinkwater has been con
Mrs. J. D. Pease will entertain the at Union. There were also many
family Christmas trees that were Avis Gurney; duet, “Face to Face.” fined to his home the past week with
sewing circle next Saturday.
Chrystal
Stanley,
Clarissa
Harriman;
grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. James Pease of Rock handsomely decorated and laden
reading, Mrs. Edith Gurney; congre
Work on the new Grange hall has
land were Christmas guests of Mr. with gifts.
A. Y. Boggs was abundantly re gational singing; remarks by the been started. It is being built by
and Mrs. Jethro Pease.
Fourteen sat down to dinner at membered at Christmas with cards, pastor; distribution of gifts from the Charles Brown and Chester Sheldon
Willow Brook Christmas Day and in fruit and confectionery from rela tree bv Santa Claus iRichard Ames'.
P. D. Perry returned Saturday to
cluded the children and grandchil tives and friends, for all of which hi
dren of Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry. extends thanks and his appreciation. Palmer. Mass., after spending Christ
W. C. Wellman has sold his mas week with his family.
Afterwards the gaily decorated
Mrs. L. E. Watson is in Madison
Christmas tree was stripped of its grocery store and business to Ralph
load of presents by Santa Claus, who Robbins of Wells who has taken I where she will spend several weeks
arrived "just in time." Those pres possession. It is much regretted to ’ with relatives.
We want all your LIVE POUL
Ruth Moody returned to Rockland TRY. Higheet Pricaa paid. Call
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Amos Johnson have Mr. and Mrs. Wellman leave
Commercial
College
Monday
after
of Thomaston; Mr. and Mrs. Leland town, but New Year greetings and
or write Charles Shane, car* ot
Perry, sons Donald and Alvin and best wishes for prosperity are ex | the Christmas week at home.
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Ma, Tai.
H.
C.
Stanley
is
chopping
in
the
little daughter Bernice of Owl's Head; tended to the newcomers, Mr. Rob
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
I
woods
for
George
Peabody.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Coose and chil bins and family.
your door. References: Any poul
Schools in town re-opened Mon- try raiaar.
dren of Searsmont, and the host and
'
day.
hostess. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson re
Girls, it is stated, have a natural
Rev. L. E. Watson and Nelson
mained overnight with their grand fondness for pretty clothes. But they
CHARLES SHANE CO.
parents and next day motored to are not entirely wrapt up in them — Moody went to Madison Monday, re
I7-tf
turning
Tuesday.
Searsmont where they visited with London Opinion.

Silk & Wool Stockings

$12.50

A Lot of New Dresses

NORTH HOPE

$5.00

19
! |
1
I
I
■
1

ROCKRORT
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Shepherd
and daughters Katherine and Fran
ces were in town over the weekend
called by the death of his mother
Mrs. Ellen Shepherd.
Miss Edith Riley has returned from
Bath wh^re she spent her vacation
with relatives and is now staying at
the home of Miss Annie Richards,
Central street.
Mrs. Nellie Ballard was called to
Bangor Monday by the serious illness
of her mother.
The Trytohelp Club held a delight
ful gathering Monday evening at the
home of Mrs. Leona Salisbury with
21 members present. A joke Christ
mas tree was a feature of the eve
ning's entertainment. Next Monday
night the club will be entertained at
the home of Miss Carrie Libby.
B. S. Gregory and Mrs. Mayme
Carroll were guests Christmas of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert U. Rhodes.
A practice meeting preparatory to
installation will be held at the W.R.C.
hall Friday evening and it is urged
-hat all officers be present.
Mrs. Cacilda Cain spent Monday at
the home of Mrs. Ida Ingraham in
Camden.
Miss Wilma Rhodes, teacher in
he sub-primary, first and second
trades. East side, reports the follow
ing pupils as being neither absent
>r tardy during the fall term: Herbert
Carleton, Margaret Morong, Mar
jorie Noyes. Barbara Colby, George
"owle, Constance Lane, Norma
Spear; those missing only one-half
lay:
Marjorie Brodis, Caroline
3urns, Earline Davis, Roberta Simnons, Beatrice Marston; one day:
fercy Gray, Walter Whittier.
The Rockport branch of the First
'lational Stores was burglarized

CUTLER-COOK CO.
346 Main St.

sometime Sunday night, entrance
being gained through a rear cellar
window. The break was discovered
by the manager, John Leach, when
he opened the store Monday morn
ing. Just how much was stolen is
not yet known, but it is thought a
few bags of flour and a small amount
of assorted groceries: $16 In cash was
also taken which must have been
discovered only through luck as it
was hidden behind the goods on a
shelf in an old rice box, the location
being changed every night The
sheriff's department is working on
; the case.

SOUTH WALDOBORO
The winter term of school began
Dec. 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Vannah and
son Sherman spent Christmas with
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbach.
. Mrs. Reginald Monahan and daugh
ter Gloria spent Christmas with Mrs.
Nellie Reever at East Waldoboro.
Mrs. Serena Winchenbach has re
turned home from Richmond.
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Pitcher have
returned trftm Milton, Mass., where
they visited their son.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter of
Friendship spent Christmas with Mr.
and Mrs. W. G. Wallace
Mr. and Mrs. Everon Flanders and
daughter Anna visited Mr. and Mrs
Orrin Wallace at the Cove, Christ
mas.
Mrs. H. G. Winchenbach went to
Boston last week to attend the
funeral of a relative.
Mrs. Laila Winchenbach who has
been confined to her bed by illness
is now much improved arte able to
be out.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin CoJamore
spent Christmas with Mr. and Mrs.
i W. E. Davis at the village.

Rockland

holiday recess with his parents Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Lovell.
Dr., and
Mr .and Mrs Gordon Benner and .__
„ . Mrs. P.
, _Gj Cadicu have
son who have been guests of Mr and
^ston aJew days.
Miss Gladys Flint was at homo
Mrs. J. V. Benner have returned to
from Portland for Christmas.
Portland.
„
,
The editorial board of the High
Mf\„a u^S_ H' P' Mason have . school magazine. The Medomak
been in Nobleboro
Breeze, is made up of the following
Horace Kemp has returned from students: Editor-in-chief, Oriana
Ellsworth where he passed the holi- j Barter; assistant editor. Dorothy
day recess.
French; business manager. Mildred
Mr. and Mrs Laurence Weston who Brooks; assistant, Beulah Day;
are in Portland this winter and Mr allumni editors. Justine Noyes, W.
and Mrs. Kenneth Weston of Cari- Hilton; joke editors, Jane Rider. E.
bou were Christinas guests of Mr. Genthner; literary. Floyd Hilton;
and Mrs. S. H. Weston.
1 athletic. Stanton Hanna; art. Hollis
The P.T.A. will meet at the High Duswald; exchange, Beatrice Colwell.
At a meeting held at Wiscasset
School next Wednesday evening with
Mrs. S. H. Weston and Mrs. A. L. Academy a basketball league was
formed which will include Waldoboro
Shorey in charge of the program.
Rehearsals commenced Tuesday
. Sch°°1' Er*kT
m,- tho
Boothbay Harbor High School and
-..ening for the comedy-drama i wiseisset Academv It was voted to
“Down in Maine,” to be presented by ! wlsc«sset Academy, il was vouu w
SrKf &80meUme dUring 1 the r boays p girls’ leaguj The

WALDOBORO

12. Waldoboro at Boothbay; Jan. 8,
parents Mr. and Mrs W. H. Boggs.
Waldoboro at Wiscasset; Jan. 16,
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Gay were in Waldoboro at Erskine; Jan. 19. Wis
Portland Sunday and Monday.
casset at Waldoboro; Feb. 16. BoothMiss Lulu Simmons of Thomaston
A. R,
„,>«■ Th, Wald,,boro
play the same schedule as the boys’
Montclair, N. J., who are at their
summer home in Bremen, have been team.
In town.
A Michigan tree-sitter who perched
Mrs. Emma Hardy and Everett ' for 100 days got $5 for it. What the
Hardy have been visiting Mrs. Jennie tree-sitters need is a union — RochLinscott.
ester Democrat and Chronicle.
Miss Isabelle Stewart, who is a stu
dent at the Gordon Bible School.
R. W. TYLER
Boston, has been visiting her parents
Rev. and Mrs. Alexander Stewart.
RADIO SERVICE AND REPAIRS
Mrs. Ella Achorn is visiting her
NEW BICKNELL
daughter Mrs. Herbert Achorn in
Phone 710
P- O. Box 359
Camden.
135tf
Ralph Lovell of Boston passed the
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Thomaston schools will open again i a
next Monday.
S
Newell McLain has the contract to g
build a small yacht. The materials 5
are being gathered. This will mean j?
employment for three or more men. X
Spofford Crawford has a Bible that 3
is 105 years old. It was published in g
New York in 1825. The book shows g
that it has been read much and dili- g
gently studied. It has quite a com- s
plete family record.
3
Mr. and Mrs. George Gillchrest of i
NOW FORMING
THOMASTON

Join Our 1931

CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB

Brunswick were weekend guests of £
Mrs. Gillchrest's father George A. ’
Hanly, Gleason street.
at
Albert Harding of Deer Isle visited §
H. A. Ludwig last week.
Miss Myrtle Wolf who spent the 3
vacation with her parents has re- 3
turned to Caribou to resume charge B
of the library work in the High g
School.
,8
Roger Kalloch is visiting his uncle g
and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Cope- 3
land before returning to University }
of Maine.
THOMASTON, MAINE
The Chataneet Club will meet with ' 5
Mrs. Ora Woodcock Thursday eve- g
ning and a good time is looked for- , g
ward to.
2*
144-tf
■
Miss Amesbury who has been oc siSiSii
ii9i9i3:S)3daddl%>i3iS:SiSiM;]t>)3iSiaiSi9iS)MMMdlMg>9l>)M)MtSl>lMl
cupying rooms in J. Murray Miller's
house, left Wednesday for Gardiner
where she may reside for the winter.
WARREN
ORFF'S CORNER
Leroy Seekins has sold his farm on
Beechwoods street to Mrs. Nellie E.
,, „ , „
..............
Happy New Year to all!
Smith. The sale was effected through
Mrs. Earl Spear of Waldoboro and
fhs men's and women's divisions
the agency of Dr. Allyn Peabody.
Mrs. Harriet Dickey is reported to daughter Dorothy have been spend- of Orff's Corner Farm Bureau met at
ing a few days with Mr. and Mrs. i the Community house Dec. 19 for the
be seriously ill.
: annual planning meeting. The sesAn eagerly anticipated Thomaston Clifford Spear.
Jenness Haskell and friend Robert sion opened promptly at 10.30 with
social event will take place in Watts
hall Friday evening, when Capt. and Cox from the submarine base at ; several reels of film shown by Miss
Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot sponsor a ball New London, are guests this week of 1 Jessie Lawrence. H.D.A.. and County
\ Agent R. C. Wentworth. This was
in honor of their son Albert and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mathews.
Edwin Gammon and Ernest G. followed by a program consisting of
daughter Barbara. Around 200 invi
Starrett have bought new all-electric readings by Mrs. Lulu Jackson. Mrs.
tations have been issued.
Repairs on the boat which was Glori-Tone radios of Benjamin i-Amber Childs and Mrs. Laura Leonard; a doughnut contest in which
badly burned a few years ago and Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Perry and Mrs. Childs and Mr. Wentworth
later purchased and brought to
Charles A. Morse & Son's yard last family motored to Cooper's Mills were winners: two harmonica solos
fall for repairs by Capt. Arthur Bain Sunday to visit Mr. and Mrs. Alfred by Mrs. Ella Bragg and a selection
by the Farm Bureau harmonica
are now nearing completion. The Wylie.
the Ghost Club surprised Parker band. Dinner was served to 21. The
long spell of warm weather has b.en
a great factor in making a short job Spear Monday night at the home of afternoon was spent in planning
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Clifford work for the coming year and elec
of it.
Mrs. Ellis Copeland will be hostess Spear. In spite of the hard travel ing the following officers: Chairman,
to General Knox Chapter D.A.R. at ing there were about 14 present and Mrs. Fannie Weaver; secretary. Mrs.
her home on Knox street Monday. as usual a jolly good time was the Ada Elwell; clothing leader, Mrs.
The assistant hostesses will be Mrs. result, the self-invited guests de Lulu Jackson; foods leader, Mrs.
Clara Williams, Mrs. Cora Currier, parting at a late hour. Light re Laura Leonard; assistant leader,
Mrs. Ruth Brackett of Thomaston freshments were served and some Mrs. Vernie Myotte; home manage
ment. Mrs. Marjorie Ralph. With
and Mrs. Julia Watts of Warren. new members initiated.
Rev. Mr. Holt who is to be the Mr. Wentworth the men also elected
There will be luncheon and a prospeaker at the Knox Pomona in officers and discussed plans for 1931.
gram.
Friday evening, Dec. 19, the Orff's
Mr. and Mrs. Richard O. Elliot Warren Jan. 3 will take as his sub
4-H Clubs met at the home
have returned from Marblehead. ject. "Wanted—A Modern Theseus." Corner
If Mr. Holt follows true to form of Albert Elwell and reorganized for
Mass.
Gordon Spaulding spent the week- something worth hearing wid be the 1931 with the following, officers;
Girls' Sewing Club: President, Elea
end and holiday with his family in result.
Sunday morning at the Congrega nor Achorn; vice president, Louise
North Cushing and his parents in
tional Church the subject will be, Leonard; secretary, Madelyn Ken
Thomaston.
Albert H. Robinson has returned "Is Prayer Reasonable? Implica nedy: treasurer, Esther Light; color
from Canton where he made a short tions and Admissions of Science." bearer. Hazel Pierson.
Boys Bean Club: President. How
In the evening there will be a union
visit to his daughter.
Mrs. Thomas O. Long entertained meeting at the Baptist Church with ard Tisdale; vice president, Roy
the Meeting-house Hill Club at her the pastor of the lower church the Ralph; scretary, Calvin Elwell;
treasurer. Robert Tisdale: cheer
home on High street Tuesday eve- chief speaker
1 Next Tuesday evening marks the leader. Harry Tisdale. Refreshments
ning.
The marriage of Miss Anita beginning of the week of prayer and were served and an evening of fun
E. Wyllie to Ronald Messer of Union Rev. Howard Welch will preach from enjoyed.
at Wiscasset Christmas Eve has been the pulpit of the Congregational
announced. Mrs. Messer is well Church, his subject, "'The Victory of
School
known in Thomaston having been Faith;” Wednesday night Rev. Mr.
School closed Dec. 19 for the
Holt
will
speak
at
the
Baptist
employed in the telephone office.
recess with a program
They will reside in Warren for a Church on the ‘‘Victory of Fel-1 Christinas
consisting
of singing,
etc.,
lowship;"
Thursday
evening,
the
‘
“ recitations,
**
time.
Mrs. June Creighton and children subject ' Victory of Power will be followed by the arrival of Santa who
unloaded the prettily decorated
will return to their home in —
East dealt with by Rev. Mr. Welch at the tree, giving presents to both teacher
Milton, Mass.. Saturday, after a visit Congregational Church; the final and scholars. The whole attendance
sermon will be delivered by the Conwith relatives here.
for the term was 31. average 29. Be
The Ladies of the G.A.R.. will hold gregationalist pastor at the Baptist cause of chicken pox in the school
their installation of officers at the Church and will be "The Victory of there were but four scholars not ab
home of Mrs. Lena Merry, Jan. 14 Love."
About midday Tuesday a large sent durin; the term: Eleanor
instead of Jan. 7 as previously an
flock
of wild geese was seen flying Achorn. Barbara Tisdale, Junior
nounced.
Kennedy, Robert Reed.
The program following the supper over Crawford Pond, toward the
A. S. Leonard recently received
of the Ladies' Circle at the Baptist warmer climes Apparently they had
Tampa, Florida, a box of cigars
vestry Wednesday evening proved to lost their leader as they had no from
sent to him by W. T. Smith of Thom
formation.
The
oldsters
be a happy hit. Singing of familiar regular
,r
aston.
hvmns, three groups of puzzle pic- ten us this is late for the "honkers"
Mr. and Mrs. James Hall returned
and
that
the
usual
time
for
their
tures were given, also readings byto their home in Elmore Saturday
Barbara Feyler and Betty Brown. A southern flight is in -November or after spending Christmas week with
set of New Year resolutions were read early December.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Young have Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell.
and games played to test the knowl
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Hutchins are
named their new baby Elden James.
edge of the spectators.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood enter occupying the, house owned by
tained three tables of bridge Mon Thomas Skidgel.
CAMDEN
day evening in honor of Miss Ger
trude Adams of Hartford. First
UNiON
Knox Lodge. I.O.O.F., of Rockland honors went to Miss Adams and A.
will vi .' Mt. Battie lodge Jan. 13 and T. Norwood; consolation prizes to
Misses Edith and Carrie Hawes
confer the third degree upon a class jjiss ..
Arlene Sawyer and Frank have
been spending the Christmas
of candidates. Supper will be served jjas^eji.
with Mrs. L. R. Hawes. The
before the work.
1 At the Baptist Church Sunday recess
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Manning have mornjng the topic will be “The Test former returned to Sharon Sunday
and the latter Wednesday to Boston.
leturned from a short honeymoon of Experience.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ross and
trip spent in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs ,E. John Miller and son
spent Christmas with Mrs. Ross'
Eugene Davis of Southbridge. family of Waldoboro were guests
Mass., has been the guest of his par Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Sim sister at Stickneys Corner.
Miss Cora Hawes is caring for Mrs.
ents, Mr. and Mrs Arthur Davis.
mons.
Hawes and infant daughter
Frank Bibb of New York City and
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Genthner Alfred
Norma Grace.
Camden, spent the holidays with his have moved into the Norwood rent.
Cooper Corps will hold its regular
parents who are passing the winter
Mrs. Beatrice Watts and daughter
Saturday.
Edwin Libby
in town.
Patricia returned to Thomaston meeting
The regular meetina of the Me- Sunday after spending a few days Corps of Rockland has kindly con
sented to install the officers. Dinner
gunticook Grange was held on Wed with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson.
nesday evening.
Mrs. Harold Drewett is spending will be served at noon and it is hoped
Mrs. Nettie K. Gould Megunti- the week at home having returned that all members will make an extra
cook street, will entertain the Friday with her husband after the holidays. effort to be present.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawes and
Reading Club and Mrs. Alameda
Norman Moody of Augusta is wir
children spent Christmas with Mrs.
Porter will read.
ing the home of Charles Starrett.
Mabelle Cross in Thomaston.
Last night Arey-Heal Post. A. L..
• » * »
Miss Helen Grinnell spent Christ
gave a ball in the opera house and
Messer-Wyllie
mas week with her parents Mr. and
there was a large attendance. Mi sic
Cards have been received announc Mrs. H. L. Grinnell.
was furnished by Dean's Orchestra
An all-day session of the ladies’
marriage of Ronald Messer ot
Mrs. Stonie Jameson of Boston h.t ing the
_____
been visiting her sister Mrs. William Rockland to Mi$s Anita WyUie of aid is to be held in the vestry Friday.
Miss Elizabeth Harding who has
Varren. which took place at Wiscas
McAuley, Sea street.
* Dec. 25. at the Congregational been at home for the Christmas va
Miss Edna Hodson of Margate City.
N. J., has been visiting her parents. 1 -onage, Rev. Mr. Spinney offlciat- cation returned Saturday to her
The couple was unattended. school at Beverly Farms, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hodson at Mel m.
Alvah Robbins who has been for a
From Wiscasset they proceeded to
vin Heights.
Dr. Louis Langman and Miss Port.md, returning Friday to War few days with his family at Mrs. J.
Sylvia Langman of New York City ren. Mr. Messer is the son of Mr. and D. Thurston’s returned Sunday to
spent the holidays with their par Mrs. I bert Messer of Union and is Boston.
E. Mont Perry of Rockland visited
ents, Mr. and Mrs. David Langman, proprietor of a garage in Rockland.
Mrs. Me -. r is the daughter of Mr. his niece Mrs. Jennie Thurston last
Sea street.
Capt. William Annis has returned and Mrs. Ralph Wyllie of Warren week.
Miss Mary Plumer is home from
from Boston where he was called by and is at pr sent telephone operator
the death of his father.
in Thomas on. The young couple New York to spend the holidays with
Mrs. Charles C. Wood entertained have the best wishes of many friends. her parents D.r. and Mrs. H. H,
Plumer.
the ladies of the Baptist society yes
Mrs. Carrie Wentworth came home
terday afternoon at her home on
Wednesday from Portland where she
Union street.
APPLETON
has been for several weeks.
Howard Wilbur and family will
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Grant of
move Saturday into the Mark Ingra
Murdock McIntosh, who with his
ham rent on Elm street, vacated bv wife is spending the winter in the Portland spent Christmas at Ralph
family of his nephew, Thomas Wil- Young's.
Arthur Nutt.
Charles T. Seaverns and family of i liams. seems to be among the smart
Hartford. Conn., are guests at Green ones, as he may be seen any of these
NOTICE OF FIRST MEETING OF
Gables this week while indulging in J snowy mornings with his axe going
CREDITORS
ice fishing at several Knox County to the woods for a day's chopping.
In the District Court *of the United
States tor the District ot Maine.
ponds. They brought in a fine sup He is 81 years old.
In the matter of John L. Luke. Bank
ply of pickerel Tuesday.
George Fish is working with his rupt.
In Bankruptcy.
team hauling the year's firewood for
To the creditors of John L. Luke of
INFORMATION WANTED
A. W. McCorrison.
Rockland Maine, bankrupt:
----Ell* McLaughlin is evidently getNotice Is hereby given that on the 27th
The Clarkson Press of 139 Oak Hill i ling ready for the winter's wood busi- day of December. 1930. the said John L.
Luke
was duly adjudicated bankrupt;
avenue, Attleboro. Mass., wishes in- , ness as she was recently taking Tnxy and that
the first meeting of his cred
formation as to Hannah Clark, who md Bing to the blacksmith shop.
itors will be held at the Knox County
Court
House
ln Rockland In said Dis
Abner Grant recently visited his
married Zenas Wilder of Dennysville,
on the 10th day of January. 1931
Me. Also information of descendent': mother who is with her brother on the trict
nt ten o'clock In the forenoon, at which
of John Clark, Jr., who married Ridge.
time creditors may attend, prove their
Ada Proctor and son Ira made an Haims, appoint a trustee, examine the
Sarah Thompson. Also of Elisha
?od transact such other buslClark, who married Lucy Smith. automobile trip to Rockland Monday. bankrupt
i»— as may properly come before said
Readers of this notice can com The traveling was at that time quite meetine”.
FREMONT J. C. LITTLE.
municate directly with the newspaper bad and they had a slight accident
Referee ln Bankruptcy.
but were unhurt.
as above.
Augista, Maine. Dec. 29, 1930.
1-lt

THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL

BANK

M'ORAN

REPLIES TO

HIS FAITH IN AYRESHIRES

DWINAL

In Everybody's Column

1 Continued from Page One)

The Experience of Walter J. Rich At Camden Will Interest
extremely satisfactory; it includes : (state aid and third class) roads. I
Dairymen Everywhere

Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines inserted once for 25
cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Additional
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cenia
lor three times. Six words make a line.

concrete all the way from Brunswick I say get in line with progressive states
Lost and Found
via Rockland and Belfast to Bangor, and reverse that percentage: develop
LOST
—
haired burnt land hound,
and concrete from Brunswick via trunk lines first because they are by
From a family cow to a herd of pounds of butterfat in nine months. tan head Long
and ears, dark spot on back;
Augusta and Waterville to Bangor far most important. I would, thereAt the 1928 Strathglass sale he on Clarrv HUI, Dec. 18. C. £. BRIDGES.
eight
animals
that
averaged
7280
and much more, all laid down in fore, curtail considerably,, fbr thei
156*2
secured the good heifer Greenan 15 Oak St.
1931. Besides the result of good present, the amount of money now pounds of 4.70% milk, 342.37 pounds Bridesmaid 2nd. Imported, which
LOST—Large doll, boxed, lost from
roads at once, it takes cognizance going into state aid and third class of butterfat in 1930, for the Ayrshire produced 353 pounds of butterfat auto between Amesbury St. and Camden
Therefore, my plan herd test is the progpess made by with first calf. Another good im Christmas Day. TEL. 43-W. Rockland.
of the distress and unemployment highways.
155-1
throughout the State by providing a doesn't need anywhere near so much Walter J. Rich, owner of Richmont ported heifer is Finlayston Rachel
FOUND—Shoe skates ln my car on
big program of public works at once, money for those secondary roads. Farm. Camden, reports Advanced which produced 9258 pounds of 4.61% Main
St.. Tuesday. Apply to I. LAWTON
as advocated by every authority from The recent expert survey of our State Registry Superintendent W. A. Kyle, I milk in 304 days. Hobsland Straw ERAY or to The Courler-GazeVe.
155-1
Government agrees with my position of the National Ayrshire Breeders' berry 5th, imported, is another most
President Hoover down.
FOUND—Black and tan hound with
Senator Dwinal asserts that my as regards this point. Taking prin Association at Brandon. Vermont. | promising heifer. She is by Hobs
150*158
About four years ago Mr. Rich land Good Hdpe, and out of Hobs two white fee*. TEL 277-J.
plan would produce a $5,557,600 defi cipally Senator Dwinal's own figures,
cit to be met by taxation. He is mis we need to provide funds for: needed to replace “Old Faithful^’ land Strawberry 3d. which has sev
Wanted
taken; my plan would not produce State Police, $140,000; administra which had acquitted herself fairly eral splendid Scotch records and
a deficit of one cent. My plan called tion. $150,000; administration of well as a family cow. and believing which is a granddaughter of Hobs
WANTED—Girl for housework, Apply
for building of 160 miles of concrete auto registration, $110,000; retire that a cow capable of larger pro land Surprise Packet, an outstand at 13 BUNKER ST.
l*lt
out of the $8,000,000 bond issue and ment of bonds maturing in 1931. duction was required, Mr. Rich called ing producer in Scotland, and dam
WANTED—Dress-making, or altering,
on
his
friend,
Ralph
B.
Cripps,
well
at
home
or
bv
the
dav
—
reasonable.
90 miles of concrete out of the $4,500- $581,000; interest on old bonds. $624,I of several noted animals, including MRS. K. S. JORDAN, 6 Kelley Lane.
000 gas tax proceeds, a total of 250 660; interest on old bonds issued in known Ayrshire breeder of Camden Hobsland Lucky Boy.
Tel. 522-M.
•
156’2
for
assistance.
The
result
was
that
miles of new concrete out of our own , 1930. $120,000; total. $1,725,660.
Particular attention is directed to
WANTED—Second-hand saw and table
Mr.
Rich
bought
the
purebred
AyrThe 1930 maintenance cost is offi
funds. My plan further suggested
I the high testing ability of the Rich complete with one-half h. p. Elec, mo
that Federal Aid be used to build cially intimated at $2,950,000. making i shire, Tessibel of Royalside from Dr. mont cows. Last year they secured tor. also Elec, motor for lobster hoist,
also assorted sizes seconds, bbl. heads,
1
John
A.
Ness
of
Auburn.
This
cow
more concrete roads, and if we could a total of $4,675,660 iso I am not
must be bargains. J. C. HARMON,
was brought to Richmont and a the splendid butterfat average of above
get $5,340,000 Federal Aid we could overlooking maintenance).
Rockland.
Tel. 661-W.
155*1
4.70% without sacrificing yield.
build 106 more miles of concrete, a
The sources of income previously record of her yield for the year was
WANTED—Position as housekeeper or
The
above
information
is
fur

total of 356 miles of new concrete listed to cover these expenditures kept, and to the surprise of Mr. Rich, nished by the Ayrshire Breeders’ companion. TEL. 1158-W.
151-tf
road in 1931.
j total $4,050,000. within $625,660 of the gave 13.500 pounds of milk. Right Association of Brandon, Vermont.
« • • •
[ necessary amount. Now. if we build then a new Ayrshire enthusiast and
For Sale
Congress has already appropriated 356 miles of concrete in 1931, we will prospective breeder was discovered.
FOR SALE—35 Barred Plymouth Rock
While it is not the ambition of
$2,600,000 Federal Aid available to avoid entirely an average maintenEggs and Chicks
pullets with cockerel, not related. Large
Maine in 1931 so that we could surely ! ance charge of $1250 per mile on Mr. Rich to own a very large herd, he
pretty birds laying. DR SHERMAN.
Rockland. Tel. 598-W
1-3
build 52 of the 106 miles suggested those roads or $445,000. Second, the is endeavoring to have one of about
out of Federal Aid alone. If we best authorities say that we can save 20 cows which will be unsurpassed,
FOR SALE—Lady’s raccoon coat Rea
sonable price. Tel. 326. 45 MASONIC SJj
couldn't get the additional $2,700,000 1 10 per cent of concrete construction both for type and production.
In addition to Tessibel, now over
Federal Aid we wouldn't create a costs by building large sections at
FOR SALE—One 2-horse sled, one 2deficit of $2,700,000 on that account; j one time, instead of pursuing our 11 years old, with 320 pounds of but
horse wagon, one 1-horse jigger-body
instead we just wouldn't build the present expensive policy of letting terfat to her credit for the herd test,
new. Wf D. ERSKINE. 29 Jefferson St.,
City.
156*2
other 54 miles contemplated, and such ridiculous contracts as .8 of a which record does not include the
FOR SALE—Six room house and
would build 302 miles of concrete in mile. On basis of present costs of first three months of her lactation,
garage, large lot at Pleasant Gardens.
stead of 356. So there wouldn't be S50.0C0 per mile for concrete that | owing to the fact that the test was
For sale on rent plan. $15 per month.
any deficit on that account anyway. means a saving of $5,000 per mile. : not startep until fall, and she fresh
Price $1500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
156-tf
No one knows just how much Fed For 356 miles that saving would ened in June, Mr. Rich purchased
BABY CHIX, WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C. Tel 1080.
eral Aid will be available for Maine amount to the immense sum of : several very fine cows from his R. I Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color,
FOR SALE—One-hor^e covered sled,
accredited for white diarrhoea. $22 good condition; for peddling meat or
in 1932; Congress is still in session, $1,780,000.
If the saving only neighboring breeders in Maine, in state
per hundred, postpaid for February. milk. EDWIN A. DEAN. Tel. C71-J.
and the disposition of the national amounted to one-tenth as much, it cluding Willow Dale Bessie, which March, until 15th of April; 500 $1 less ___
_________
156*2
administration is to provide liberally would still provide the balance of has milked as high as 75 pounds a and 1000 $2 less per hundred. Safe ar
FOR SALE—Eight pullc-ts, good layers.
guaranteed. F. H. WYLLIE tc SON.
of Federal Aid to help public road income necessary to care for these day, and which cow is credited with rival
SILAS
MATSON.
Beechwoods
St..
ThomMaine. Route 1.
Phone aston, R. F. D.
155-1
programs by the various States in i expenditures. The saving actually 9447 pounds of 4.89% milk, 451 Thomaston.
Warren 10-6.
1-tf
the present emergency situatiop of will provide money for State aid and
FOR SALE-One "National Income
System." When using this system you
unemployment and business depres third class roads.
have detail figure; to make up your in
sion. I feel that a live State admin
We could eliminate 20 miles of
come tax without trouble or worrv.
istration and live representatives in proposed new concrete road to pro
Regular price was $6 00. We will sell
the one we have lor $500 cash H H.
Congress could easily get the addi vide another million dollars for State
CRIE <Se CO.. Rockland. Main?
155-2
tional Federal Aid. but in any event ! aid and third class road if such a
FOR SALE—Electric radio, battery
there would be no deficit on that course is deemed desirable, or we
sets of all kinds, and eliminators. Bar
could cut off still another 20 miles
account.
gains. C. M. COOK. 71 Tillson Ave.
If we are unable to get the addi and have two million dollars more
________________________________ 155*1
tional Federal Aid. then we should available for these purposes, and still
I FOR SALE Fox and rabbit hounds,
j also some nice hound pups. Now Is the
revamp the program so that we will' have left 12 to !5 times as much new
I time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL, Glennot be building Federal roads with 1 concrete construction as is provided
cove. Me. Tel. 256-4. ______
153-tf
Is Our Sincere Wish To You All
out Federal Aid. shortening up the under the commission’s plan, which
FOR SALE—Wood, fitted and under
proposed concrete mileage propor Mr. Dwinal merely desires hastened
cover. $14 per cord. TEL. Thomaston
A
I 122-2-____________________148-tl
tionately. This gives us no excuse to completion. I don't advocate such
And we hope too that you are saving your money
1 FOR SALE Fifty houses of all dcscrlpfor constructing almost entirely mud , a reduction and it is not necessary.
tlons ln Rockland. A large list of sumOn the other hand, I am not im
roads.
for our big
I mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
After devoting the above funds to movably placed upon any one figestate. Come and talk over mv list It
I you wish to buv. ROBERT U. COLLINS,
new concrete construction on trunk , ure of new concrete mileage; my
: 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
146-tf
lines only in 1931, my plan provides idea is to get a substantial mile
i FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10; fitted
that we still have left the following age of concrete in 1931, which we will
I wood. $14; Junks. $12; soft wood funks.
funds for other purposes:
not get under the commission's plan,
$8 cord. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13,
Auto Registrations.
$3,000,000 whether or not it is hastened to com
, Rockland.____________
150-5
pletion. My plan even thus reduced
Present Mill Tax Highway
I FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
AND
CONTINUING
ONE
WEEK
, cottages for sale and rent, attractive
Fund,
750.000 would be infinitely better than the
1 prices. Ideal loactlons. tea houses, and
commission's plan which Mr. Dwinal
Present Annual Appropria
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
Here
is
where
you
can
buy
Men's
Overcoats,
Boys
’
tion,
300,000 so ardently advocates.
i Maine.____________ 14G-tf
Therefore, under my plan we can
Overcoats, Mackinaws, Men s and Boys' Pants,
FOR SALE—Gas range with oven,
$4,050,000 build a-substantial mileage of con
j broiler and 4 burners. Used very little.
Shirts,
Blouses
and
Underwear,
at
—
I
Tel
180-R 64 SUMMER ST.
138*tf
Senator
Dwinal
acknowledged crete surely, and with additional
FOR SALE—Two electric motors, 7 V,
these funds available, but stated they Federal Aid we could increase that
h. p. nud 2 h. p.. Ip good shape; also
were not sufficient. They would not to 356 miles of concrete surely in
standard computing scales. W. F. TIB
be, upder his plan, but they art 1931. have money enough left to meet
BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
under mine. His plan calls for con the above charges, and get some
I ________________
146-tf
tinuation of our present policy oi where. Under the State Highway
We
hope
to
see
you
all
there
a
week
from
Saturday
spending approximately 35 per cent Commission pb*i we will spend the
To Let
of our highway funds on State high same amount of money and get no
J I TO LET—Six room house, Broadway,
ways which are used by 75 per cent where. Under Senator Dwinal's plan
!. bath, hot water heat, all modern, fine con■ ditlon. rent reasonable. Write F. W. P.
of the total traffic, and spending 65 , we will merely get nowhere a little
care The Courier-Gazette.
l-G
per cent of our funds on the other j faster.
Edward C. Moran, Jr.

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

FIVE CENT SALE
SATURDAY, JANUARY 10

FIVE CENTS EACH

I WILLIS AYER ,

V1NALHAVEN
Minnie Wood of Quincy, Mass., is
the guest of Mr and Mrs. Harry Wijson.
Muriel Chilles was hostess Tuesday
night to the Economy Club.
Gertrude Vinal entertained friends
at her home Tuesday night.
Mrs. Jennie Smith who has been
the guest of her son Langtry C.
Smith returned to Rockland Tues
day.
Mrs. Myra Dyer left Monday for
Rockland. While in town she was the
guest of her son Loyde.
Doris Holmstrom is home from
Boston for the holidays.
Pleasant River Grange will install
officers Jan. 3. A scallop stew will
be served.
At a special meeting of Margue
rite Chapter Monday evening the
following candidates were received
into the order: Dorothy Thomas,
Phyllis Black, Nina Ames and
Flavilla Arey. At the close of the
ceremonies, lunch was served by
Kitty Webster, assisted by Lucille
Carver, Arleiic White and Elsie
Ames.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bickford and
son Clyde who have been in Boston
the past week returned home Mon
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Colson left
Monday for Bangor, called by tire
death of Mrs. Colson's sister.
Maurice Bickford went Monday to
Knox Hospital where he is receiving
treatment.
Installation of officers of the La
dies of the G. A. R. will take place
Friday evening.
Alta Hildings is the guest of her
sister Mrs. Maurice Bickford.
Mrs. Inez Conant entertained at
bridge Monday evening.
De Valois Commandery will install
officers Friday evening in Masonic
hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Coombs and jn
Elmer were guests over the holiday
and weekend of Mr. and Mrs. Coombs
and Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Cross. Rock
land.
Mrs. Eliza Arey plans to accom
pany her granddaughter Louise
Hardison Friday to Boston, where
she wiil visit her daughters Mrs
Alice Strickland and Mrs. B- ssie
Short before going to Rochester N.
Y., to spend the winter with her on
R. Mont Arey. Miss Hardison re
turns to Orange, N. J., to resume
teaching.
The B.D.'s meet tonight with Mrs.
Herbert Patrick. Mr. and Mrs. Pat
rick are spending the winter at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. John Moor
Alfred S. Porter a summer vi tor
to this town for over 15 years 10s
the sympathy of many friends : ere
in the death of his wife Elizai eth
which occurred Dec. 24 at their 1 me
in Landsdowns, Pa.
Mrs. A. B. Wooster who has “en
the guest of relatives in North Ha
ven returned Monday and is iow
with her daughter Mrs. Pearl alderwood.
Fifty prizes will be given ewa at
the Fireman's ball at Memorial mil

Jan. 6. One prize will be awarded
after each dance. Tickets must be
in the hall to obtain a prize. Dance
starts at 8.15 sharp and at 8.30 the
first prize will be given—one-half
ton of coal. The prizes Include elec
tric flatiron, wash boiler, two round
trip tickets to Rockland, one case of
peas, case of Chase and Sanborn's
tea, case of canned corn, box of
candy, etc.

PALERMO
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Hannon en
tertained a family party Christmas,
which included Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Hannon «i:id children. Mr. and Mrs.
Irving Hannon and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Hannon and son, Mr. and
Mrs. Ross Hannon and Raymond
Hannon.
Mrs. Mies Jones spent Christmas
with her daughter Mrs. Burleigh
Tuiner.
. Mr. and Mrs. I. N. Quigg were in
Montville Christmas Day guests of
their daughter, Mrs. Walter Banton.
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Hannon and
family spent Christmas with Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Jones of South Liberty.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Tibbetts and
son were Christmas guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Overlock.
Howard Leigher of South Liberty
is working for I. N. Quigg and board
ing with Forest Tibbetts.
Miss Margie Scates is visiting her
parents Mr. and Mrs. A. Y. Scates.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Saban spent
Christmas with the Harold Sabans
and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Morang and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Morang and
family.
Luther Kill is working for I. N.
Quigg in the woods.

THREE CROW
BAKING POWDER
A New Discovery in the Art of Cooking

Ootained Througn the Combined Efforts of the Best

Chemists and Cooks.

It is a Citrus Baking Powder

Made from Three Crow Cream Tartar (a Product of
Grapes) Citruc Acid (a Product of Lemons) Abso

lutely Pure.

THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY
Rockland, Maine

,

HAPPY NEW YEAR
Every one of those 18 months’ Bonded

Tires are ready today to give someone

not only a year but 18 months of tire
happiness.
Have you got yours yet?

SEA VIEW GARAGE,
INC.
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 1250

11 TO LET—If you don’t get comfort and
i satisfaction for the money you spend on
1 your home see Mike Armata and hire
his modern 7-room home in Rockland's
up - to - the - minute apartment house.
Seven rooms with bath, sun porch, fire
place. garage, heat, janitor service—every
modern idea. $40.00 per month. No
water to pay for—no coal to pay for.
Fine neighbors. Neat and immaculate,
even electric door opener and speaking
tube. Also cold storage for your car
very cheap. Cedar St. at Brewster, opp.
Christian Science Church. Cali at THE
MEN’S SHOP. Park St., opp. Park Theatre, Rockland._________
i-6
TO LET—Six room house and garage
at 492 Old County road. TEL. 963-J.
____________ __ ________________ 156-2
TO LET—On Adams St., 5 room bun
galow. toilet, lights, garage. E. H. PHILBRICK. Phone 1188-M Rockland, Cam' den 2580.________________________ 156*5
TO LET—Four-room apartment, mod
ern conveniences, heated if desired.
! Furnished or unfurnished. W. L. BALLARD. Rockport.________
156*2
TO LET—Small South bedroom; warm
, and sunny.
Price very reasonable.
1 MRS ROBBINS, 20 Maple St. Tel.
, 143-p‘_________________
155*1
i TO LET—Tenement of 7 rooms, electric
lights, gas. hot and cold water, bath
I room, set tubs, furnace and garage. $25
per month. W. F. TIBBETTS. 144 Union
1 St. Tel. 297-W or 297-R.__________ 155-tf
I TO LET—Garage or storage $5 per
1 month. V. F. STUDLEY. G9 Park St.
! Tel. 1080.
153-tf
TO LET—Six room house. 146 Lin
rock St. Furnace, electric lights, flt
closet. No children. TEL. 819-W.

148
TO LET—One 6-room and one 7-rc
rent, at 17 Warren St.; also 7-room he
at 6 Knox St. All pleasantly located
good neighborhood, newly repaired, 1
moderately priced. Apply to MILDF
OXTON CRIE, 12 Warren St. or '
577.
14
TO LET—Eight-room house, all m
ern improvements at 14 Shaw Ave.
quire 10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 787.
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenen
and garage. North Main St. ROBER’l
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77. 14
TO LET -Tenement at 38 Mechanic
MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main
Tel. 874-W.
14
TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
All modern improvements. Inquire at
12 ELM ST.________
146-tf
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
Appiy to B. B. SMTTT’, Thorndike & Hix
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
146-tf

Miscellaneous
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for
by manufacturer. Samples free. H
BARTLETT. Harmony. Maine.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your i
and repair your furniture at 216 LI
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010. __________ p
LADIES—Reliable stork of hair g'
at the Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHO1
Tel. 519-J.
u

NOTICE!
The annual meeting of stockhc
of tile Richards Co-operative Coni
will be held at the office of the i
pany. Commercial street. Rock
Maine. Monday. Jan. 19. 1931 at 6 o'
P. M. for the election of officers ar
transact such other business as
legally come before the meeting. ]
TON F. RICHARDS. Clerk.
154WHEN IN PORTLAND You can
copies of The Courier-Gazette, wit!
home news, at Central News Co.. 66
gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 381’ »
gross St.
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can
copies of The Courier-Gazette, wit
home news, nt the Old South
Agency. Washington St., next Old !
Church: also at M. Andelman’s. 234
mont St.
WHEN IN NEW YORK You car
copies of The Courier-Gazette, wit

WeTtVffiV1 H0la“n8'»
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Every-Other-Day

MILK FOR BABIES

Society

In addition to personal notes regarding
Mrs. Georgia Cross, Fulton street, J
departures and arrivals, this department was hostess to the Chapin Class
especially desires Information of social
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes Tuesday evening, the time being de
sent bv mall or telephone will be gladly voted to hospital sewing.
received.

TELEPHONE .......... ............ 770 or 794-W

Miss Mary Nicholson who has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. John
Chisholm, Grove street, and Mr. and
Mrs. Patrick W. Sanfev. in Thomas
ton, for three weeks has returned to
Boston.

The Wawenock Club enjoyed a |
social evening at the home of Mrs.
Susie Davis, Main street, Monday, I
with Mrs. Davis, Mrs. Leila Benner
and Miss Minnie Smith as hostesses.
The supper table was festive in decoi rations in keeping with the Christ, mas season, and a joke Christmas
tree furnished merriment.
The '
meeting Monday evening will be with
Miss Minnie Smith, Spring and
, Union streets.

Miss Mabel Dorgan of Hartford,
Conn., is the guest of her parents
for the holiday season. Miss Dorgan
who is employed as art instructor in
Mrs. David Talbot, Miss Maude
one of Hartford's largest schools has
met with marked success in her Pratt and Mss Marion Weidman of
for Boston.
work. With more than 2000 pupils Rockport left Saturday
___
in the school, through her efforts and
efficiency the art department has
Miss Charlotte Bufium is in Port
been brought from a third rating land the guest of relatives.
'to a first rating.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Delano and
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. White whc daughter Phyllis were guests last
have been guests-of Mr. and Mrs. week of Mr. and Mrs. H A. Delano in
W. S. White, Beech street, for sev j Vinalhaven.
eral days return to their home In
New York today.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Partridge,
Grace street, have as guests Miss
Mrs. Alden Merrifield has returned Clare Partridge and Warren Ander
to her home in Thomaston after sev son of Boston, and Miss Elizabeth
eral weeks’ visit with her daughter, Poole of Pemaquid.
Mrs. Fred Ranlett in East Milton,
Mass., and her son, Percy Merrifield,
Mrs. Fred T. Veazie, Mrs. C. E.
in Somerville.
Gilley and Mrs. Edward Gonia car
ried off the honors in bridge at the
The Shakespeare Society was en T.H.E. Club which was entertained
tertained at the home of Mrs. Eliza Monday evening by Mrs. A. R. Hav
beth Otis, Lindsey street, Monday ener, Broadway, with supper precedevening, with 28 members responding ! ing cards.
to the roll call with quotations from
“Julius Caesar." With Mrs. Louise
Mrs. Harold Glidden, Knox street,
Duff as leader, Act IV of the play will be hostess to Browne Club towas read, followed by an informal I morrow evening.
discussion. Mrs. Grace Lawrence
presented a paper of marked interest
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rackliffe
on “Comparisons of Shakespeare’s were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Two Portias.” Mrs. Aldana Spear Earl Spear, Waldoboro.
read the ballad “Marget's Ghost.”
The Rubinstein Club meets tomor
Miss Gertrude Smith who has row afternoon at 2.15 in the Congre
been spending the Christmas season gational vestry when a program on
with her father, George W. Smith, "Shakespearian Themes" will be preSummer street, leaves today for New ) sented by Miss Alice Erskine as chair
York, on her way to Pittsburgh.
man.
Mrs. E. L. Toner ehtertained the
Itooevik Club Tuesday afternoon at
her home on Talbot avenue. It was
voted to furnish milk for two families,
and to purchase material for relief
sewing for Miss Corbett’s work. The
next meeting will be Tuesday, Jan.
13, with Mrs. R. H. Britt, Summer
street.

| Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Wahle and son
| “Buddy" left Monday for their home
in Flushing, L. I., after 'spending
Christmas week as guests of Mr. and
i Mrs. George McLaughlin, Walker
| place.

I Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter Jr., and son
I are spending several days as guests
of relatives in Brunswick.
Mrs. Jennie Mears is still confined'
to Knox Hospital by illness.
Fred Kenniston who is in the em
ploy of the Proctor Gamble Co.,
The whist party at Grand Army j Staten Island, N. Y., is the guest of
hall Tuesday night consisted of four his mother, Mrs. W. S. Kenniston,
tables. Pi'izes were won by Mrs. Main street, for the holiday season.
Florence Keating. Ira Shuman, Mrs.!
Clara Crockett and Mrs. Olive Syl- ! The Helpers’ Club met at the home
vester.
of Mrs. Edna Harvey Tuesday eve
ning. Business was discussed, games
Miss Ida Hughes who spent the were played and refreshments were
holidays at her home in Union has served.
resumed teaching in the Junior
High School.
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. will be
entertained Monday afternoon at 2.30
Prof. Fred E. Foss of Cooper Union by Mrs. Hester Chase, Talbot avenue,
Institute, New York, returned Tues assisted by Miss Ellen Cochran, Mrs.
day after spending the holidays with Delia Cross and Mrs. Anna Conary.
his niece, Mrs. Kennedy Crane.
Mrs. Chase will have charge of the
program and Mrs. Sadie Leach will
Franklyn D. Ames has returned to J give a talk on the Passion Play.
Bucksport after spending Christmas
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. j Wilbur Oxton of Boston is visiting
Charles Ames and calling on friends. at his former home in this city.

Mrs. Harriette Carver and son
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Haskell and
John of Matinicus are guests of Miss son Donald, who have been sf ending
Lena Hamilton, Broadway, for a few the Christmas holiday and weekend
i in Portland, guests of Mr. and Mrs.
days.
f Miles Haskell, Jr„ returned home
Mrs. Joan Miller has resumed her Monday.
duties as cashier at Newberry's after
' a weeks illness.
Mrs. Donald George entertained at
j a bridge luncheon Tuesday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Cutting of at her attractive Thomaston home,
South Portland have returned home among the guests being Misses Bar
after a visit with Dr. W. H. Arm bara Wiggin, Rose O'Neil, Margaret
and Alice Hellier, John and Judson
strong.
Flanagan and Atwood Levensaler, of
Mrs. J. C. Hill has returned from j Rockland. Miss Alice Hellier was
Castine where she attended the one of the prize winners in auction
wedding on Christmas Day of her
Mr. and Mrs. George Gilchrist of
niece, Miss Lois Hale.
Brunswick were weekend guests of
Mrs. Sarah Thomas, Camden j Mrs. Gilchrist's father, George
street, entertained Tuesday evening, Hanley, Gleason street, Thomaston.
her guests being the members of
Miss Bertha McIntosh's dancing
Tyler M. Coombs was the guest of
class and several of the former mem his daughter, Mrs. Sidney Winslow
bers of the Old-Fashioned Singing , in Vinalhaven for Christmas.
Saturday evening as a birthday obhonor. Dancing, games and refresh
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Smith have
ments were features of the gathering. returned from Portland where they
were guests of their son, Arthur
The Speech Readers Club is re Smith and family, for the holiday
suming its meetings tomorrow after I and weekend.
noon when it meets at 2.30 at the
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett entertained
rooms.
the Knoweachother Club Monday
Miss Adelaide Trafton entertained afternoon at her home on Talbot
Saturday evening as a birthday ob avenue, with 10 mcmbeis present.
servance for her father, F. F. Traf The time was profitably spent in
ton, and H. E. Comins, the guests sewing. Refreshments were served
enjoying cards and luncheon.
by the hostess.

Miss Winifred Coughlin who has
been the guest of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles S. Coughlin, Rankin street, for the Christmas season,
leaves today for Brooklyn, where she
is employed. Her brother, Charles,
returned to New York Wednesday.

Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair
' entertained at their Crescent Beach
cottage Sunday, their guests being
' Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Colson and
daughter Flora, and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred L. Linekin.

Mi’s. A. H. Jones entertained the
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., meets
Outing Club at luncheon yesterday. Monday afternoon at 2.30 at the
home of Mrs. Hester Chase. Mrs.
Mrs. Frank Fields entertained the Chase will be assisted by Miss Ellen
Chummy Club Tyesday evening J Cochran, Mrs. Delia Cross and
when a Christmas tree furnished a Mrs. Anna Conary, Mrs. Chase hav
delightful feature. Cards and re ing charge of the program. A fea
freshments rounded out the evening ture of the meeting will be the talk
Officers elected for the 1930-31 sea by Mrs. Sadie Leach on the Passion
son include: Mrs. Nathan Witham, Play at Oberammergau which she
president and Mrs. Fred Lindsey, Jr., witnessed on her trip abroad last
treasurer.
summer.

Mrs. Lena Larrabee who has been
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Lizzie
Peaslee, Summer street, left Monday
for her home in Gardiner.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Fales enter
tained at dinner Saturday evening as
an observance of the 15th wedding
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Wahle of Flushing, L. I. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. Fales,
Mr. and Mrs. Wahle and son “Buddy"
and Mr. and Mrs. George McLaugh
lin. A happy event of the evening
was a telephone call from New York
from Miss Kitty McLaughlin.

I wish to enter Miss ...............
........................... as a candidate
for Miss Knox County. Her ad
dress is ................................. St.

Rockland, Maine. Tel................
Mail coupons to K. P. Moran,
45 Broad St., Rockland, Maine,
by Jan. 19, 1931.

QUERY ON CEMENT DUST DAMAGE
The committee investigating the cement dust question is engaged
in the task of assembling all available information as to the nature
and extent of damage to personal property done by dust from the
cement plant on the County Road. Our organization is seeking to
ascertain the facts, not to prove any particular fact, and it is quite
as important to our purpose to receive full reports, whether or not the
persons reporting consider that they are suffering damages or not.
We accordingly ask that all who receive this questionnaire answer
the questions carefully, whether affirmatively or in the negative. If
you consider the damage slight or negligible, this information will be
quite as important as more positive reports.
All information will be held in strict confidence. Your name will
not be used without your permission, nor your statements made
public. You may give your experiences without fear of future annoy
ance or publicity.
,
A prompt reply will be greatly appreciated. Kindly check with
cross in square any of the following damages or annoyances suffered.
If you wish to make further comments, do so under remarks.
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City Matron Corbett An
nounces Two Interesting
and Generous Offers

New Year Night
Costume Party

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
So much space has been allowed
me in your paper in laying my needs,
or rather the needs of the poor, be
fore the public, that I beg still more
space for a very important matter.
I have been somewhat anxious
about the milk supply for babies and
little children for the next three or
four months. The Senter Crane
Company for two years has generally
donated 500 quarts of milk. This
year Senter Crane Company is do
nating blankets and 10 to 25 percent
reduction on things bought for the
needy. This alone is a big and splen
did deed and deserves a great deal of
credit.
I was still wondering as to how I
Both Men and Women
could get the milk and hoped and
prayed the good Lord would send
Gravestones
i someone along who could solve the
Paint on houses
problem when one morning the
Airplanes
Paint on autos
solver to this problem walked info
Livestock
PUTT ALL YOU DESIRE
ALL FOR $2.00 PER COUPLE
Gutters
j my office in the person of R. E.
Hay
Slate roofs
Philbrick of Sea View Garage. In
REFRESHMENTS INCLUDED
Fruit
laying the needs of babies and chil
Window panes
dren
before
him,
he
said
he
would
he
Vegetables
Boats
willing to give one pint of milk tc
Flowers
Household annoyances
every five gallons of gas bought at
Trees
(Ireenhouses
the Sea View Garage. I asked how
Shrubs
much milk that would bring in. In
looking over past sales he said last
winter over 3000 gallons were sold and
Cut out this coupon and mail to Cement Dust Committee, City
in a cause . like this perhaps some
Building, Rockland
four to five thousand would be the
total of the sales.
Per order, Committee
Just think! Four thousand pints or father Sanford Walter. Mr. and
PARISIAN BEAUTY
ENERGETIC MEN IN
2000 quarts of milk. The matter was Mrs. Sidney Walter and daughter
"ON MY SET”
THE LIONS CLUB
laid before the Red Cross committee Ruth of Gardiner were also there every town and village can earn bi’
SALON
at their last meeting and it was over Sunday.
Complete Beauty System
money
selling
seeds.
Experience
un

I thought I had solved the
approved of by that commit
Herbert Cudworth, who has been necessary. Steady work.
Rev. George H. Welch Dis highly
Frederick’s Permanent Waving; and
problem as to what station was
tee and the doctor attending.
our efficient mail carrier for nearly
Kewaving
“jamming" WEEI when, on Tues
Helen
Corbett.
Write for particulars.
cusses Movies, Machinery
16 years has resigned to take a posi
07 PARK STREET
ROC KLAND
day night, I discovered a Mon
City Matron tion elsewhere. 'Everyone is very
COBB CO., Franklin, Mass.
Phone 893
and Over Study
treal broadcast on approximate
sorry to have him go.
156*1
150tf
ly the same figures. I did not
ORFF'S CORNER
, catch the signal letters because
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ROCKLAND
Rev. George H. Welch, a confessed
Calvin Bragg returned Sunday to
WEEI was coming in strong
NATIONAL BANK
non-radio fan, commenting upon a
i again, neither could I find any
Notice is hereby given that tne annual
recent magazine article, deplored the U. S. Marine Hospital in Port
meeting of the stockholders of the Rock
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Montreal station listed around
what he conceived to be programs land after a week's visit with his land
National Bank will be held at its
GUO kilocycles, so T could only
addressed to an audience of 13-year- family.
banking rooms on Tuesday, Junuary 13,
Walter Kaler is on the mail route 1931, at 10 o’clock a. m., to fix the num
assume that there has been
olds, in his talk before the Rockland temporarily.
ber of and elect a board of directors for
a change since the issuance of
Lions Club yesterday. Amos and
ensuing year, and to transact such
Howard L. Dunbar of Massachu the
my latest call book. Yesterday,
other business as may properly come
Andy were the only entertainers to
however, William P. Kelley, the
meeting.
whom he made a special reference setts is the guest of his daughter Mrs before the
Per order.
well known traveling salesman,
and this was based upon the recent Charles Tisdale for the holidays.
JOSEPH EMERY. Cashier.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Edwin
Walter
of
called me to say that Sunday
talkie in this city. It was appar
Rockland, Me., Dec. 11, 1930.
1148-Th-4&5
night he positively identified
ent that the Universalist pastor was Gardiner spent Christmas with his
WOW of Omaha as the station
a bit disappointed, to say' the least,
which was operating on the same
by the black faced comedians.
—•-- -- wave length as WEEI and at the
Mr. Welch was discussing the new
same time.
cad by and seen
year and declared that it is not an
••• .«.
easy matter to throw off old habits
lilljons of
than any
Friday evening at 10 o’clock
and old customs between Dec. 31 and
the first radio program under the
Jan. 1.
hKS
ookov stage play ot it's time
auspices of the Columbia Con
One of the great questions to be
Hen,
certs Corporation, will be pre i faced during the year 1931 is the
“bo,'o:
sented. The list of artists is 1 relationship of machinery and labor.
a formidable one, Florence
The speaker cited the case in Mont
Easton, soprano; Sophie Braslau,
gomery, Ala., where the city housed
contralto: Nelson Eddy, bari j its ditch digging apparatus and set
tone: Ernest Hutcheson, pianist;
men to work digging by hand.
immortalized on the
and Josef Pasternack who will
Under the head of culture Mr.
conduct the Symphony Or
Welch said there is a tendency to
Talking
Piet ure Screen
chestra.
stuff the child, leaving the latter in
° in Me
the
more or less of a harassed nature
“We are great radio fans here,”
onfli
because of the amount which must
writes Mrs. Llewellyn Bridges
be done.
O ■
1 IFAF
LIBERTY PRODUCTION
Rich of Isle au Ilaut, “and have
The year 1931 is to tackle prob-.
no disturbances in any form.
lems which have not previously been
We have a 6-tube Kellogg and
faced. Some of them will not be
ran pick up California about 2
solved in 1931 or 2031.
in the morning—not as loud as
Carl Morse, spokesman for the
our own stations.” Mrs. Rich asks
delegation which attended the re
if it wouldn't be good if we could
cent Lions’ meeting in Waldoboro,
have a broadcasting station in
said that there were already 15
Rockland. My immediate and
signets in that town and that a club
emphatic reply is that it would
would be organized as soon as 20
tarring
not be a good thing for the radio
For every Five Gallons of Gasoline bought
charter members have been secured.
THE
PRINCE
AND PRINCESS
fans and dealers, for the reason
Miss Corbett, city matron, sent a
that reception from other sta
letter of thanks for the toys and
at the SEA VIEW GARAGE, One Pint
of
Youth
and
romance
tions would be well nigh im
clothing received as a result of the
possible. Bangor, Portland and
Lions' Christmas tree.
of Milk wili be donated by that firm this
Boston radio fans hear little else
President McAlary reported tha:
when Their own stations are op
SUPPORTED £>Y A BRILLIANT CAST?*
•the Army Band concert left a deficit
winter for the Needy Babies and Children
erating, I am told. The benefits
of $92.47, which has been taken care
Now
Playing
would not be in proportion to the
of. The Lions sold tickets for this'
of this city.
disadvantages.
entertainment.
Buddy Rogers
A Publix Theatre
••• •«. .«.
When in Boston
in
The club initiated a new member—
“On My Set" wishes the radio
Home of
Philip Thomas, and there was much
■Along ( ame Youth"
Visit the
fans a happy New Year, and
Paramount
merriment provoked and incidental.
hopes they will be able to enjoy
Pictures
Metropolitan
even better tnings in 1931 than
Shows At
radio science has yet provided.
Theatre
•••
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
The patience of radio fans
was rewarded last night when
they sat up until midnight to
hear the Trinity Church chimes
and the uproar which followed
on Broadway after the last
stroke of 12 had sounded.

At The Beautiful

Tillson Avenue Miniature Golf Course
PRIZES FOR THE FUNNIEST COSTUMES
PRIZES FOR THE LOWEST SCORES

Dance To Your Heart’s Content On the Newly Prepared Surface!

Tillson Avenue Miniature Golf Course

• MOST FAMOUS LOVE STORY
& AND STAGE PLAY
by more
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The Babies and

Little Children
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people
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THIS WINTER WITH MILK

NEIL HAMILTON ’/ MARIAN NIXON

Your Old Piano, Radio, Phonograph or Victrola Is
Worth $26.6(Pto $50.30 in Exchange for a

Arnold Nelson has returned from
Gloucester, Mass. Word has been re
ceived here that Capt. Nelson is get
ting along as well as can be expected
after so serious an accident.
Bertman White and Alton Raynes
who were weekend quests at the H.
J. McClure's, Cedar street, have re
turned to their home at Criehaven.

Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Stinson spent
Christmas week with their son Basil
in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges of
Swan's Island were guests Christ
mas week of Mr. and Mrs. Basil Stin
son and Mrs. G. K. Mayo.

STRAND THEATRE
According to all reports, “Ex-Flame"
modernized version of "East Lynne,"
which comes for Friday and Saturday,
is one of the most engrossing talk
ing pictures of the year.
"Ex-Flame" has all of the heart
interest, all of the tense suspense, and
all of the melodramatic moments of
the old play of "East Lynne," but it
also has that added attraction of be
ing a play of modern people whose
problems everyone who sees it can
understand. In other words, you
won’t go to see “Ex-Flame" because
it is quaint or because it is the pic
ture version of the well-ioved oid
masterpiece that thrilled you as a
child—but because it is a tremendous
present-day drama, presented in a
finished manner by an exceptional
cast under splendid direction.
The plot of “Ex-Flame" is still that
of "East Lynne.” The lovely young
bride who, because of her jealousy of
her husband's attention to an ex
flame of his, leaves his home and is
in turn found in a compromising situ
ation. There follows the life of the
heartbroken young mother, who,
forced to give up her child so that
he may not be smudged by her scan
dal. throws herself into the gay life
of two continents to forget. And then
there is the tremendous climax when
she returns to her old home, this time
to kidnap her child—the reaction of
a modern woman to such a situation.

NEW VICTOR RADIO

No matter whether your instrument is 40 years old or a day old; no matter whethei
it’s in use or broken; no matter whether it’s beyond repair or forgotten in the attic
—bring it in and use it as cash on a new Victor Radio according to the trade al
lowances below.
R15

$112.50
LIST PRICE
R35

$152.50
LIST PRICE x
R39

$185.00
LIST PRICE

Thp K-15 cabinet is of Early English design, made ol
carefully matched woods, all walnut-veneered. It h
built compactly: 34 3-4 inches high, 20 1-2 inches
wide and 13 inches deep. And endowed with beaut)
that is universal in its application.

Trade Allowance $26.60
The new sensation in radio. Advanced design; per
formance beyond anything any other instrument car
give to you. Mechanism includes five tuned circuit
of exclusive Victor design; newly-perfected, corru
gated cone loud-speaker; Victor tone control. Victoi
workmanship, thoroughly tested and guaranteed.

"Trade Allowance $38.80
The new Victor Radio, identical in equipment and
performance with the R-35. Endorsed by the foremost
artists in musical Amcrka. Tested by Victor engi
neers in every radio “trouble zone." Contained in a
superlatively beautiful cabinet... built with traditional
Victor skill and thoroughness. Brass handles of ex
quisite workmanship. Cabinet modelled on classical
Italian lines. Eight Radiotrons.

$85.90

$285.00
LIST PRICE

The world's most complete musical instrument—com
bining in a single cabinet the new Victor Radio, a bet
ter, finer Victor Electrola and Victor Home Recording.
Improved Victor tone arm gives recorded music new
power and beauty of tone. Special microphone for
Home Rerordiug. Exquisite cabinet. Eight Radiotrons.

’113.70
NET PRICE

’156.70
NET PRICE

’234.70
NET PRICE

Trade Allowance $50.30
All above prices are without tubes
The Victor trade-mark

Our service expert and prompt

is your guarantee

Victor hacks us to the limit

Call, phone or write for full particulars

MAINE MUSIC STORE
Rockland, Me.

CHAMP NUTS OF
UNIVERSE IN A
RIOT OF SLAMBANG FUN AND
WHIRLWIND
WHOOPEE
Those Two
Irresistible
Comedians

NET PRICE

Trade Allowance $49.30
RE57

FRI.-SAT.

i WHEELER
WOOLSEY
IN

HOOK
LINE
A Radio
Picture
AND SINKER
With

DOROTHY LEE
ALSO
"THE INDIANS ARE COMING"

NOW PLAYING

“EXTRAVAGANCE”
5 ACTS VAUDEVILLE

One of the
Publix
Theatres
Home of
Paramount
Pictures

I
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY - COME - BUY - SAVE!
Store Closed

MIKE ARMATA

AH Day
THURSDAY
JANUARY 1
|To Arrange Stock

THE MEN’S SHOP

PROPRIETOR

Store Closed

AH Day
THURSDAY

JANUARY 1
To Arrange Stock

and Mark Down

and Mark Down
Every Piece of
Merchandise

Every Piece of
Merchandise

STARTS FRIDAY, JANUARY 2, 1931

FEATURE ANNIVERSARY VALUES FOR ONE AND ALL!
Here is a sale that is vastly different from any that you have ever attended. The same MEN’S SHOP quality that
has kept this store forging ahead for the last 10 years. Nationally known brands of first quality
merchandise selling, during this Anniversary Sale, at cost.
Unquestionably, Undeniably, the Greatest Bargains Ever Assembled in
the Clothing Business. Join the Hundreds of Our Friends Throughout
Knox County That Will Be Here To Reap the Harvest of Wonderful
Savings!

Here’s Real Style and Big Value in—

SUITS for Men and
Young Men

You Are Bound To Save In
This Column

That are the newest in models, the very finest virgin
wool fabrics in Tweeds, Worsteds, Cassimeres and
Serges, tailored by some of America’s best tailors.
If you want to own the best look
ing, best wearing, and most satis
factory suit you have ever owned,
by all means attend this sale.

17.50 MEN’S SUITS

10 REASONS

Men’s Flannel Shirts
87c, 1.47,1.87

»

Why You Should Be Here

FRIDAY

Arrow Shirts

REASON NO. 1

Trump Broadcloth
Collar Attached

MEN’S CAPS
37c

$1.77

Men’s Fancy Hose
17c and 27c

Now selling

$9.87

Men’s Silk and Wool
Hose, 37c

22.50 MEN’S SUITS

Newest Patterns

REASON NO. 2

FLANNELETTE
SHIRTS
Grey Only

$14.67
27.50 MEN’S SUITS

REASON NO. 3

Wool Lined
$1.27

MEN’S
COTTON HOSE
7c pair

Men’s Dress Gloves

REASON NO. 4

Mocha, Buckskin and Kid

Heavy Wool

MEN’S HEAVY
COTTON
UNION SUITS
87c

$2.47

REASON NO. 5

Silk Ties
97c

MEN’S FLEECED
UNION SUITS
87c

Now selling

$2.27 and $2.67

$17.37

Men’s Sweaters

37.50 MEN’S SUITS
Now selling

$24.67

Leather Jackets

42.50 MEN’S SUITS

$9.97

MEN’S
LUMBER JACKETS

Now selling

Leatherette Coats

AU Wool Plaid

EXTRA SPECIAL!

I lot of Men’s Suits,
small size, and out of style

REASON NO. 6

Gen. Horsehide

$29.67

Men’s Slickers
Tower Brand; $6.95 Value

Part Wool Union Suits................... 1.07, 1.37, . 1.77
100 Percent Pure Wool Union Suits..............

3.87

$4.67
EXTRA SPECIAL!

Wool Sweaters

Fancy Plaids and Solid
Coins; $5.00 Value

37.50

$2.57

MEN’S OVERCOATS

Silk Ties
67c

Now selling

B. V. D. Shirts

$21.77

Broken Sizes

44.50

27c

1

Now selling

$29.87

77c
Arrow Collars

REASON NO. 9

Silk Shirts

MEN’S
SPORT COATS

Blue, White, Tan, Green

27c

MEN’S OVERCOATS

Leather Palm Gloves
33c

MEN’S
SILK NECKWEAR
37c

Grey and White

$16.57

Light Weight

Arrow and Reis Brands

MEN’S HEAVY
WOOL HOSE

Ladies’ Raincoats
47c and 97c

OPEN EVENINGS

Now selling

87c

REASON NO. 10

One Lot of

27.50

Men’s Silk Scarfs
37c

Rayon Underwear

97c

$10.67
MEN’S OVERCOATS

Collar Attached

Brown Heather Mixtures

Now selling

17c

,

$1.27

Dozens of America’s Best Known Brands, Selling at Anniversary
Sale Prices!

1.27

Extra Heavy

MEN’S
DRESS SHIRTS

REASON NO. 8

MEN’S OVERCOATS

Canvas Gloves

Wool Hose

Genuine Leather Belts
27c

Fleece Lined Union Suits..................................

Men’s Felt Hats
x
$2.57

REASON NO. 7

Plaid Mackinaws

Men who know Clothing
Values will instantly de
cide these are unusual
Values!

18.50

Men’s Caps
87c

$9.47

57c

MEN! Here are the Best Bargains in Overcoats you
have ever seen. The Very Newest Pure Wool Fab
rics, well tailored and right up to the minute in style
and priced for quick disposal.

37c

Rayon Striped
•
Neckband & Collar Attach’d

Underwear Bargains
Cotten Union Suits.. .............................................. 87

Grey Cashmere

Men’s Shirts

$4.27 and $6.37

.27

Men’s Hose

$2.87

and Hunting Jackets

Men’s Light Weight Shirts and Drawers, each

Dress Shirts
77c

Sheep Lined

Extra Heavy

$4.97

One Lot Slightly Soiled

57c

Men’s Dress Gloves

Now selling

Read These Items Now

OVERCOATS

EXTRA SPECIAL!

1 Lot Camel Pile Overcoats
Well tailored in the latest style!
$40.00 and $45.00 Values
Anniversary Sale Price

$24.97

Starched

7c

$3.97
Beach Jackets
Warm and Durable

$3.97
Bathrobes
Heavy Blanket
Slippers to Match

Odd Pants Buy Odd Pants At Less Than Wholesale Price
Men’s Work Pants.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 97
Men’s Heavy All Wool Pants.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2.27
Sweet-Orr Tug of War Pants.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2.37
Men’s Dress Pants.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
2.37
Men’s Dress Pants.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2.97
Worsteds and Cashmeres .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3.97
Special! Blue Serge Pants, fine qual. 14 oz. serge 3.97

$4.87

THE MEN’S SHOP

MIKE ARMATA, Prop.
PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

